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This thesis describes the development of a Chinese multi-modal response 
generation system on the Hong Kong tourism domain. We aim to enhance 
the user's experience through expressive multi-modal responses. In order to 
understand the human's natural strategies in multi-modal communication, we 
collected a multi-modal dialogue corpus. We extracted parts of the corpus and 
an expert re-designed the responses using multiple modalities with efficiency 
considerations. We studied the responses and show that certain modalities 
combinations are more preferable to others. Deictic term usages differ accord-
ing to different patterns. The expert tended to use redundant information 
instead of deictic term for some key concept-values. Responses with two dia-
log acts, INFORM and SUGGEST, in ASK_ATTRACTION task goal, include 
more multi-modal events that reflect the complex content associated with these 
two dialog acts. Similar to other multi-modal systems, the information type 
has strong effect on the modality selection. 
We have also implemented a text-to-audiovisual speech (TTVS) system to 
increase the computer expressive power. The TTVS system supports audio-
visual speech as one of the modalities. We have applied a linear blending 
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technique to animate a three-dimensional talking head. The talking head can 
provide lip movement and expressions (e.g. smile and worry). Experiment 
showed that the TTVS system can increase the user perception. 
We designed several principles and heuristics for selecting suitable modal-
ities in multi-modal response generation. We considered the modality pref-
erences, preciseness, conciseness, foci and visual space constraints during the 
design of heuristic rules. The heuristics the TTVS system have been integrat-
ede in an end-to-end multi-modal response generation component for a dialog 
system in the Hong Kong tourism domain. 
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摘要 
這篇論文集中探討中文多模態表達生成系統（multi-modal response generation 
)於香港旅遊資訊上的硏發。我們的目的在於提高使用者對系統反應的理解程度 





模態表達並不同於多模態輸入模式（mult i-modal input pat tern) °專家傾向使 
用冗餘信息（redundant information)多過需要使用者解構的指示語來表達某些 
重要的資料。告知（INFORM)及建議（SUGGEST)這兩個在詢問景點（ASK_ 




系統（text-to-audiovisual speech system)來提高表現力。我們使用了線性混 




模態作回應。我們在編寫啓發式規則時，考慮到模態偏好（modal i ty 
preference)、明確（preciseness)、簡潔（conciseness)、重點（focus)及視覺 
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1.1 Multi-modal and Multi-media 
Modality and medium can be interpreted with different meanings in different 
systems and tasks. Oviatt [1] uses the term “ modality" to refer to a form 
of input and the term "medium" for output only. In Dix [2], a multi-modal 
system is developed to take advantage of the multi-sensory nature of humans. 
Humans can use auditory or tactile to improve the interactive nature of the 
system. On the other hand, multi-media system uses more than one media to 
communicate. Textual, graphical, iconic and others are interpreted as different 
media. 
As there should have a consistent definition for multi-modal and multi-
media system, we need to define the terms 'modality' and 'medium'. In 
Bernsen [3], graphic, acoustic and haptic are three medium where a medium 
is a physical realization of information. Bordegoni [4] defined modality as a 
“mechanism of encoding information for presentation to humans or machines 
in a physically realized form" (source: [4]). In this thesis, we use the definition 
of medium from Bernsen and interpret 'modality' as 'encoding mechanism' so 
as to provide a more detailed classification. For example, map and photo are 
23 
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two different modalities in the graphical medium. 
1.2 Overview 
We are in the computer age and almost interact with computer system ev-
eryday, from calculator, ATM machine to personal computer. The interaction 
channels with computers can be tactile (e.g. touch screen in ATM machinc), 
audio (e.g. speech in telephone conversation system), etc. The task can be 
as simple as calculation (e.g. calculator) or complex as flight reservation [5 . 
More powerful computation capacity allowed us to perform more and more 
various tasks with computer. Each task may have its own set of commands. 
One possible solution to enter different commands are typing on keyboard. 
Entering commands by keyboard is not user-friendly enough and difficult for 
people with little or no experience of computers. Researcher started to develop 
speech interface because speech input is more natural communication channel 
in human and computer knowledge is not required (e.g. the actual command 
word to be input through a computer keyboard. 
Recently, computer devices become more and more portable. The diversity 
of usage context (e.g. in room, on the street, in car, etc.) causes people to seek 
for more effective way of communication rather than speech only. On the other 
hand, computer devices are also able to deliver more multi-media information 
such aa map, which is necessary for multi-modal interaction. People try to 
consider the possibility of multi-modal communication on human-computer 
interaction. 
Human has experienced multi-modal interaction with human a long time. 
For example, when a tourist asks for the direction of path, we reply with 
speech and use a finger to point the direction. Human maximizes their ex-
pressive power of different information with integrate using of speech, hearing, 
vision, gestures and others. For example, locative information may be ex-
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pressed by speech complement with pointing/circling on a map. Multi-modal 
also offers a stable performance in mobile computing [6j. On input side, users 
can switch from speech to handwriting in noisy environment. On output side, 
computer can switch from graphic to speech in eye-busy environment. There-
fore, computer can also increase its expressive power with selecting suitable 
modalities. 
Many multi-modal systems were developed to realize multi-modal inter-
action. For example, users can manipulate entities on map with speech or 
pen-based gesture in the Quickset system [7]. When we travel in New York, 
the MATCH system [8] can assist us to navigate the city. We can give a gaze 
to the computer in project Oxygen [9] to tell her that you are speaking to 
her in future. Tn Europe, SmartKom [10] was a mixed-initiative dialogue sys-
tem which allows both user and system to influence the dialogue flow. She has 
combined spoken dialogs, graphical interfaces and natural gestural interactions 
together. August Strindberg is an author of the nineteenth century but also 
the animated agent in the August system [11]. August runs on a tourism kiosk 
which presents information using synthetic speech, facial expressions and head 
movements. 
Some development effort has been devoted to encourage the inter-change 
ability of multi-modal information. Multi-modal Interaction Activity [12] seeks 
to extend the Web ability. Users can dynamically select the most suitable 
modality of interaction. VoiceXML Form's XHTML+Voice 1.1 (commonly 
refered as X+V) [13] combined the VoiceXML with XHTML to provide Web 
clients the ability to support visual and spoken interaction. Speech Application 
Language Tags (SALT) [14] enables telephony-enabled and also multi-modal 
to access different information devices. Extensible Multi-Modal Annotation 
(EMMA) [15] is a markup language to annotate multi-modal input at various 
interpretations at different system levels. Tn other words, it is used to provide 
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semantic annotation following the chain of multi-modal interaction, from the 
low level input to various processing stage and to the multi-modal interaction 
manager. 
Multi-modal Response Generation (MMRG) is a critical component for the 
overall usability and perceived intelligence of the multi-modal dialogue system 
(MMDS). Multi-modal dialogue systems are similar to the spoken dialogue 
systems (SDSs), Both of them need to generate response which is coherent, 
cooperative and tailored to the user's preference. MMDSs have more advan-
tage than SDSs or other uni-modal system. On the input side, MMDS provides 
flexible use of input modality to convey different types of information, adapt 
different environments, input various tasks, fit for individual user preference 
and ability, etc [16]. On the output side, MMDS uses combination of modal-
ities to overcome the diversity of user such as hear impaired, different usage 
contexts like noisy, improve response conciseness including the use of map 
to indicate location, make the response to be more informative by photo or 
video, etc. However, MMRG is not an easy task and more challenging than 
textual/spoken language generation. This is not only handle textual/spoken 
content but also the selection of modality and coordination of them. The pre-
sentation of multi-modal response is not as simple as just show some texts. 
It requires a graphical user interface, and other advanced techniques such as 
text-to-speech synthesizer and text-to-audiovisual speech system. 
1.3 Thesis Goal 
The goal of this work is to develop a multi-modal response generation system 
with as focuses on the expressive power maximization and the guidelines of 
modality selection. We maximize the expressive power by developing a text-
to-audiovisual speech (TTVS) [17] system. We attempt to understand human 
behavior in multi-modal response communication and based on our under-
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standing, design the guidelines of modality selection in response generation. 
The domain selected is Hong Kong tourism domain. The long-term goal of this 
work is to integrate with a multi-modal understanding component to become 
a multi-modal tour guide of Hong Kong. 
In order to understand the human behavior of multi-modal response, a 
Wizard-of-Oz setup was used to collect multi-modal dialogues. A communi-
cation expert designed responses on some collected dialogues. We studied the 
relation among modality, deictic term, intention and information type. The 
definition of deictic term “the function of pointing or specifying from the 
perspective of a participant \n an act of speech or writing; aspects of a com-
munication whose interpretation depends on knowledge of the context in which 
the communication occurs. “ Some intentions and information types are more 
preferrable than the use of multi-modal. Modality selection of one modality is 
depended on some of the other modalities to be a combination. 
We developed a text-to-aiidiovisual speech (TTVS) system to provide ver-
bal communication and also non-verbal, non-vocal communication. The TTVS 
system received spoken content, prosody parameters and body action param-
eters to generate a lip-synchronized facial animation. We studied the relation-
ship between Cantonese syllable and visemes label mapping. The definition 
of viseme i s '』 , v i s erne is a generic facial image that can be used to describe 
a particular sound. A viseme is the visual equivalent to a phoneme (unit of 
sound in spoken language).” A blending technique was applied to achieve a 
real-time facial animation. For the lip-synchronization, a linear interpolation 
calculates the visual parameters corresponding the transition of sub-syllable 
in speech. 
We focus on modality selection in MMRG. We observed several responses 
which required the use of multi-modal. We use heuristic rules to perform 
^WordNet from http://www.ans\vcrs.com/topic/deixis 
^http://whatis.techtarget.coin/definition/0„sid9_gci213308,00.html 
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modality selection for the responses. Our goal is to devise a set of selection 
principles which is possible for applying on different context. A preliminary 
system is developed to support MMRG. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the MMRG struc-
ture, previous work in TTVS system and modality selection. Chapter 3 lim-
its our information domain. Chapter 4 discusses the data collection process 
and foundings so as to support multi-modal response generation. Chapter 
5 presents the details of text-to-audiovisual speech system. Chapter 6 intro-
duces our attempt on modality selection and details of the preliminary system. 
Finally, conclusions and future work are provided in Chapter 7. 
Chapter 2 
Background 
This thesis explores the modality selection and the use of text-to-audiovisual 
speech (TTVS) [17] in multi-modal response generation (MMRG). MMRG 
refers to the use of different modalities to generate a concise and informative 
response. MMRG includes many tasks and requires TTVS system to present 
the generated response. Multi-modal fission [10] is one of the major tasks in 
MMRG. One of the challenges in MMRG is how to select a set of modalities to 
convey a message. We first study the major task in MMRG, i.e. multi-modal 
fission, to understand the sub-tasks of it and is described in Section 2.1. Multi-
modal fission means using combinations of modalities to present a message. 
Since there are many different modalities, we want to know when, which 
and how different modalities should be selected in natural multi-modal com-
munication. Therefore, we introduce how people collect multi-modal corpus 
to support the understand of human behaviour in Section 2.2. 
During the study, we have found that many multi-modal dialogue systems 
(MMDSs) include the use of a talking head or an animated agent [11]. They 
are one kind of modalities of MMDS and provide a non-verbal and non-vocal 
communication in MMDS. Therefore, we will discuss the talking head gener-
ation system, namely TTVS system in Section 2.3. Different approaches in 
29 
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modality selection will also be presented in Section 2.4. 
2.1 Multi-modal Fission 
Foster [18] has stated in his paper that “fission is the p-rocess of realising an 
abstract message through output on some combinations of the available chan-
nel (source: [18]). Foster [18] classified multi-modal fission into three cate-
gories. Figure 2.1 shows the one of the potential architecture of MMRG. The 
user request and response intention will be given by multi-modal understand-
ing and dialogue manager respectively. Modality fission selects and organizes 
the response content. The text-to-audiovisual speech system drives a talking 
head to speak out the content. The system needs to co-operate with text-to-
speech synthesizer and facial animation generator. Other information such as 
map and photograph will be shown on graphical user interface. Finally, user 
receives the response. We will discuss the tasks in modality fission components. 
The first one is content selection and structuring as follow: 
• Content Selection and Structuring 
Multi-modal dialogue system (MMDS) needs to provide specific infor-
mation relevant to the user's request. It needs to determine cooperative 
intention and related semantic content. Research effort has been devoted 
to the development or use of different theories to capture the intention ex-
change in dialogue. Seneff [5] uses the rule-based approach to determine 
suitable intention in flight reservations domain. A set of ordered rules 
was included in dialogue control and determined what to say. The rules 
development required a lot of linguistic knowledge and man-power. Meng 
19] used the transition rules to determine the response intention. The 
transition rules mapped the user intention to response intention where 
the rules were automatically devised from dialogue corpus. It required 
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and Dialogue Manager 
，r 
Multimodal fission 
i Content selection Modality Output ： 
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Figure 2.1: A graphical illustration of the tasks and flow in MMRG. We will briefly 
discuss most of the tasks. The tasks we are focused on are underlined and their 
details will be discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. 
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enough data to training. 
There are many considerations in content selection, including user pref-
erence, user query and dialog history. Different researchers tried to con-
sider different set of factors. Walker [20] included a city navigation guide 
in New York City and &lso tailored the suggestion to user on the restau-
rant suggestion task, which built a user model for restaurant selection. 
The user model shows user preferences for food quality, service cost and 
others. Walker selected restaurants using the user model. A speech 
planner personalized and ordered the content of a response according to 
the user's preferences. Zhou [21] constructed a feature-based approach 
with including several Features such as importance, user interest, user 
query and media-suitability. She quantified the features and applied the 
greedy algorithm to optimize the selected content. Therefore, the content 
can balance the requirements from media, dialogue history and also user 
preference. 
• Modality Selection 
Modality selection (or media allocation [21]) refers to the use of a modal-
ity combination to convey all information effectively [18] [22]. Andre [22 
provided a summary about the modality selection: “Given a set of data 
and a set of media, find a media combination that conveys all data effec-
tively in a given situation'' (source: [22]). To perform modality selection, 
researchers tried to study and use different sources of information such as 
information type (e.g. location or abstract action [23])，multi-modal in-
teraction properties (e.g. redundancy or complementarity [24])，modality 
characteristic (e.g. permanent or transient [25]), available resources (e.g. 
screen size on mobile phone [21]) and user characteristic (e.g. visual-
impaired, elderly or interests [22]). Researchers analyze the character-
istics and their effects when they design an approach to select a set of 
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modalities to generate a multi-modal response. Modality selection is a 
new research problem which does not occur in spoken dialogue system. 
We will present several approaches for modality selection in Section 2.4. 
• Output Coordination 
When a response includes more than one modalities, we need to co-
ordinate the use of deictic terms, physical layout and temporal rela-
tion [18]. Deictic term provides a linkage as cross-modal reference such 
as ‘我建議去哩度[pointing to the photo of the Western Market]'. 
Physical layout coordination, refers to the arrangement of visual ob-
jects in proper positions. For example, we have to put the name of a 
photograph closes to its corresponding photograph. User may not be 
able to match the photograph with its name when they are far apart on 
the display. 
Temporal coordination means that two or more modalities should occur 
in a coherent time. An example is shown in Table 2.1 to demonstrate the 
importance of temporal coordination. If the occur time of two pointings 
(one is point to the Peak tram and the other one is to the Peak) are 
swapped in Table 2.1, then the user will be confused with the location of 
taking the Peak tram and the location of the Peak. 
User 1: 我可以點樣上去太平山？ 
System 1:你可以在這裏[point ing to the Peak tram]乘山頂續車到太平山 
[pointing to the Peak]. 
Table 2.1: An example about the importance of temporal coordination. 
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2.2 Multi-modal Data collection 
2.2.1 Collection Time 
In order to understand how human input and output with different modali-
ties, researchers simulated MMDS and collected a set of multi-modal corpora. 
There are different ways to collect data in different stages. Typically, a large 
multi-modal data collection in early stage of the development was performed. 
Multi-modal data includes recording from different modalities (e.g. speech 
and body gesture) and relationship (e.g. temporal and spatial) among them. 
SmartKom [28] collected 1,500 GByte multi-modal data. Rapp [29] argued 
that collecting data at early stages of the development could not reflect the 
change of setup of the system. The collected data did not match the developing 
system. It is possible to make the collected data to be useless. Therefore, Rapp 
29] collected data in several times to reflect different stages of development. 
2.2.2 Annotat ion and Tools 
Annotation is a challenge in multi-modal corpus. W3C [30] provided Extensi-
ble MultiModal Annotation (EMMA) specification [15] for annotating differ-
ent multi-modal input. SmartKom [28] considered how to annotate different 
modalities using consistent file format (BAS Partitur Format). MM AX [31 
was an annotation tool for multi-modal corpus, which annotates data into 
XML format. However, Garg [32] evaluated different annotation tools and 
decided to use different annotation tools for different parts (e.g. using MMAX 
for making labels but using PERL scripts to convert data between different 
formats). 
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2.2.3 Knowledge of Multi-modal Using 
Much research work has been devoted to explore modality using knowledge 
from corpus. On the input side, Oviatt [33] found input pattern was related 
to the task difficulty. Users tend to use multiple modalities in very difficult 
task such as “Place a maintenance shop near the intersection of 1-405 and 
Hwy 30 just east of Good Samaritan" (source: [33]). When the dialogue turn 
was related to new context, users were also likely to use more multi-modal. 
For the output side, Kruijff-Korbayova [34] discovered how human present the 
search results about a list ofMP3. Human presented the results by displaying 
a screen outputs and describing what is shown. The comments about same 
screen output (e.g. the using of tabic) from different people was varied. Some 
people think that it was useful but some may not. 
2.3 Text-to-audiovisual Speech System 
Modalities can be classified into four classes as shown in Table 2.2 [26]. Hu-
man uses the combination of different modalities to communication. We use 
speech in public speaking and text in writing. We use non-verbal and vocal 
communication such as higher volume to emphasis message. Non-verbal and 
non-vocal communication such as lip-movement help user to recognize speech 
output. Facial expression allows system to provide positive feedback by smile. 
SmartKom [10], August [11] and COMIC [27] are aware of the use of non-
verbal, non-vocal communication. They provided a talking head or an ani-
mated agent like the Smartakus in Smarktom to support the present of lip-
rnovemerit and emotion [35]. Talking head system can be applied on different 
applications such as language learning [36]. Talking head is generated by a 
TTVS system. As it is important and useful to use talking head in MMDS, 
we illustrate several approaches about TTVS system. 
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Verbal (symbolic) Non-verbal (non-symbolic) 
Vocal Spoken commimication, etc. Different prosody, sound effect, etc. 
Non-vocal Textual communication, etc. Lip movement, facial expression, 
graphic, mouse gesture, etc 
Table 2.2: Communication matrix of verbal/non-verbal versus vocal/non-vocal be-
haviors. Examples of the each type of communication are shown. 
Figure 2.1 shows that TTVS system cooperates text-to-speech synthesizer 
and facial animation generator. TTS synthesizer generates speech and different 
prosodies. Facial animation generator generates facial expressions such as 
smile and worry. TTVS system focused on synchronization between the output 
of TTS synthesizer and facial animation generator. 
2.3.1 Different Approaches to Generate a Talking Heading 
A talking head can be generated from two different kinds of input: text or 
speech. Nakamiira [37] worked on audio-to-visual speech system, which is 
based on acoustic signal to generate talking head. We focus on text input in 
our work which is a TTVS system. Figure 2.2 illustrates the classification of 
current talking head approach [38]. Different approaches for generating talking 
head will be discussed as follows. 
• Model-based approach 
Geometric modeling and bio-mechanical modeling are the modeling meth-
ods in model-based approach. Geometric modeling addresses a talking 
head model with a set of three-dimensional coordinates (i.e. vertices). 
It provides an easy way to translate, zoom and rotate the talking head. 
The talking head model can be adapted to be a specific person easily. 
Although the talking head using geometric model is less realistic when 
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Talking head 
^ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ： ： ^ ^ , I 
Text-to-audiovisual speech system Audio-to-visual speech system 
Model-based approach Image-based approach 
Geometric models Biomechanical models 
Figure 2.2: Talking head system can be classified into different approaches. The 
approach we used is underlined. 
compared with the one of image-based approach (Figure 2.3 shows a com-
parison of two approaches), the high flexibility makes it to be a common 
approach in TTVS system. Moreover, geometric model fits to the use 
of digital entertainment, virtual character and language learning. SYN-
FACE [40] used this approach on talking face telephone. 
Geometric modeling does not include the physiological mechanisms in 
a head. Bio-mechanical modeling [41] tries to include the muscle move-
ment mechanisms and simulates the real talking head. However, the 
complexity in this approach is very high and requires extensive data col-
lection and calculation. 
• Image-based approach 
In image-based approach, the talking head is represented by two-dimensional 
photograph. It provides a high photo-realistic talking head. TTVS sys-
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Figure 2.3: Pictures of two talking hftaHs from image-based approach (left) and 
model-ba.sed approach (right). Thft left picture is borrowed from MikftTrilk [17] and 
the right one is borrowed from SYNFACE [40]. 
tern using image-based approach is similar to concatenation I T S system. 
The TTVS system concatenates several pre-recorded images. The chal-
lenge of this approach is the transition! between two images. Ezzat [17 
developed a solution whicW is using raorphing technique betweeni two 
viseme images. Bregler 幽 designed the video rewrite approach. Video 
rpwritfi is similar to speech synthesizers hut video rewrite 
concatenated the proper sequence of visemes instead of phonemes. 
2.3.2 Sub-tasks in Animating a Talking Head 
There are a few sub-tasks to create and animate a talking head. We discuss 
the sub-tasks bf animating a talking head briefly as follows: 
• Facial definition 
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In MPEG-4 standard^, a face should be defined by Face Definition Pa-
rameters (FDP) [42]. FDP is a, set of parameters to describe a face 
model. LUCIA'S [43] 3D talking head is based on MPEG-4 standard 
and includes co-articulation model. The co-articulation model captures 
the effect from current face's shape to the before or after face's shape. 
Although FDP is an international standard, Bailly [44] mentioned that 
precisely define a face need more parameters and the number of FDP is 
not enough. Moreover, it is very complex to generate a face from FDP. 
Therefore, we do not adopt FDP to our model. A face model includes 
a lot of vertices. The number of vertices is much more than the number 
of FDP. Our system directly included all vertices which are necessary for 
generation. 
• Facial animation 
When we have a face model, we need to consider how to animate the 
model. Animation is composed with a series of frame. We need to 
calculate the coordinate of each vertex of face in next frame based on 
current frame. 
There are three possible ways to animate a face model. The first way is 
pre-defined all movement of each vertex associated with each parameter 
for each frame. However, this solution may lost the flexibility of animat-
ing different characters. Second is deformation. Radial basis functions 
(RBF) can be used in facial animation [45]. We need to consider the per-
formance of solution. This is because the required standard frame rate 
is quite high (around 30 frames per second) in computer animation. We 
only have very short time (around 0.03 second) to finish the calculation 
of a frame. This solution requires complex calculation to estimate all 
vertices movement in animation. Third way is to pre-defined a set of key 
'MPEG-4 Standard, http://www.chiaxiglione.org/mpeg/staiidards/mpeg-4/inpeg-4.htni 
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frames. If the key frame is known, the problem has become a morphing 
problem. Many morphing techniques (e.g. linear interpolation) can be 
used in the calculation of the intermediate frames. The third solution is 
simple when compare to the second one and has enough flexibility when 
compare to the first solution. Therefore, we adopt the third way in our 
TTVS system. 
• Visual parameters generation 
When we can produce a particular face model and understand the way 
of animating the face model with visual parameters values, the next 
problem is defining visual parameters to control the animations. There 
are many different definition of parameters. In MPEG-4, there are Facial 
Animation Parameters (FAPs) [46]. The aim of FAP is not to define a 
face model. It aims to control the animation synthetic face model [47 . 
Some other set of parameters focus on shape of lips. Motion unit is set 
of vertices coordinates. A MU represents the face shape when subject 
is pronouncing an English phoneme. Hong [48] collected a video corpus 
with index of English phonemes to learn motion unit (MU). In [49], the 
visual feature vectors represent the shape of lips. Audio feature vectors 
have been mapped to visual feature vectors. In our TTVS system, we 
use a set of weights to control the animation and linear interpolation on 
parameter generation. 
2.4 Modality Selection 
We will discuss different approaches in modality selection as one of the tasks 
in MMRG. 
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2.4.1 Rules-based approach 
Many systems use rules to select modalities. COMET (Coordinated Multime-
dia Explanation Tcstbcd) [23] distinguished six different types of information 
such as locations and physical attributes (e.g. size and shape of an object). 
For different information types, COMET specified certain modalities on them. 
For example, a rule said that use graphics alone for locations and physical at-
tributes. In abstraction actions and relations among actions, COMET would 
use the text only but use graphics and text for simple and complex actions. 
The rules are from user feedback for the experiment with hand-design display. 
Arens [25j studied the modality characteristics (transient, visual, easy to 
capture user attention and others) and information characteristic (two dimen-
sional, urgency, volume and others). Then, Arens described some possible 
rules such as not using a transient modality when the information amount is 
large, using the modality could capture user attention for urgent information. 
Rules-based approach requires the knowledge of how human uses multi-
modal as output. The collected data provided us the necessary information. 
Moreover, rule-based approach is the simplest one. Therefore, we will use this 
approach as our starting point toward a multi-modal dialogue system. 
2.4.2 Plan-based approach 
SmartKom [10] uses the techniques in WIP [50] (Wissensbasierte Prasenta-
tionsplaiiung, Knowledge-based Presentation Planning) and PPP (Personal-
ized Plan-based Presenter) [51] for modality fission. The modality selection 
process is a plan-based approach. The dialog manager provides the presen-
tation goal which is defined as modality-free representation markup language 
(M3L) [10]. SmartKom [10] used presentation strategies to decompose the 
presentation goal into many sub-tasks. Modality using is pre-defined in the 
sub-tasks planning. For example, the presentation goal is showing a location 
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of an attraction. It can be divided into two sub-tasks: show the location of the 
attraction and find an indicator to point the location of that attraction. We 
need a map to achieve the first sub-task while the second one can be achieved 
by mouse gesture. 
Plan-base approach provides a detailed control of presentation. However, 
the designing of plan is challenging when the task is more and more complex. 
The management of different plans will be another problem. 
2.4.3 Feature-based approach 
Zhou [21] performed modality selection during content selection. She called 
the proccss to be media allocation. She defined a set of quantified feature. 
Some of quantified features are: 
• Media-suitability: The fitness of a media to express the data. The media-
suitability modeling was based on media properties and data semantic 
categories. For example, numerical information should be presented by 
text rather than speech. 
• Media-capability: Media-specific designers modeled the capability of cer-
tain media. For example, mcdia-specific designers could assign that 
graphics did not capable of expressing spatial distance (set the corre-
sponding media-capability values to be lower) due to technical limitation. 
• Time cost: The feature measured the time needed to present a concept 
using speech. 
• Unit space cost: Unit space cost was the amount of pixel needed to 
convey a concept on screen. 
Zhou's work also considered other features such as user interest and inter-
action history. After quantified all features, all features contributed an overall 
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desirability and a greedy algorithm was applied to maximize the desirability. 
The optimization process selected the content and also the media. This ap-
proach ensured the selected content to be presentable in a given media. The 
optimization-based approach balances the different requirements. 
The advantages of feature-based approach is that many research techniques 
can be applied on the quantified features. We can cluster responses and observe 
the co-relationship between response and modality. We can apply data mining 
on the quantified features. However, this approach requires quantification of 
all features. It is an exhaustive task to quantify all features in the world. 
2.4.4 Corpus-based approach 
Corpus-based appraoch uses the statistic results in modality selection. COMIC [27 
generates deictic gesture, using a simulated mouse pointer, to locate objects 
on screen. Foster [27] collected a set of multi-modal corpus. She considered 
two features (the first reference or not, was deictic term or not) of a speech 
reference. A weighted random choice to determine to use a deictic gesture or 
not based on the probability about having a deictic gesture when given the 
two feature values. Similar technique was applied to determine the type of 
deictic gesture (pointing, circling or moving the image). 
2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have given an overview of the tasks in multi-modal re-
sponse generation. They are content selection, modality selection and output 
coordination. Then, we have presented one of the supporting system, which 
is TTVS system. We have introduced several approaches on TTVS system. 
We have presented several mnlti-modal data collection work. Some explored 
knowledge was presented as examples of multi-modal using knowledge. For ex-
ample, more multi-modal inputs are occurred when the task is more difficult. 
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Finally, we have discussed approaches of modality selection. 
Chapter 3 
Information Domain 
We have chosen tourist information domain as our information domain with a 
focus on the Hong Kong Tourism Board webpage —DiscoverHongKong^. This 
is because there is an increasing contribution of tourism towards Hong Kong's 
economy and it is of local and public interests. In this chapter, we will describe 
the tourist information domain and the way we organize the information to 
suit our task. 
3.1 Multi-media Information 
A tourist can discover a place in different angles, including shopping, accomo-
dation, touring, gourmet, heritage, events, conventions, meeting, incentives, 
etc. We choose to focus on the information of touring. This is because tour-
ing information domain covers a wide range of information, including tour, 
attraction, activity, transportation, event, fare, etc. Different media of infor-
mation have been provided in the Hong Kong Tourism Board website so as 
to fit the needs of different tourists. Multimedia information includes maps, 
photographs, animation, text, video, audio and hyperlink are used. Figure 3.1 
shows a capture of a iirl with different multimedia information. The pho-
1 DiscoverHongKong, http://www.discoverhongkong.com 
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tograph shows the appearance of the streets and markets. Descriptions on 
different attractions are shown in text. User can click on the hyperlink of a 
map and get a map which is opened in a new web browser. User can get the 
location or transportation information by looking at the map opened. Fig-
ure 3.2 shows an example of the enlarged map in the new web browser. The 
map contains information of many landmarks, markets and a recommended 
walking route (shown in orange line). 
Multiple modalities are selected to use to present the multi-media informa-
tion in the Hong Kong Tourism Board website. Table 3.1 shows a mapping 
between different modalities and media of information presented. Map and 
photograph may not always be embedded into a url. Therefore, we consider 
them as an independent modality. A url mainly contains textual information. 
Since our goal is to build a multi-modal dialogue system, we expect that speech 
will be one of the modalities supported. Table 3.1 only shows the modalities 
that must be supported by the tourist information domain. We expect more 
modalities will be discovered after data collection and anaylysis, which will be 
mentioned later. 
3.2 Task Goals, Dialog Acts, Concepts and Information 
Type 
3.2.1 Task Goals and Dialog Acts 
Task goal (TG) is a domain-dependent information that shows the domain-
specific goal of a communication. We study the structure and information of 
Hong Kong Tourism Board website and define seven task goals. Appendix C.l 
shows the seven task goals with their definition and examples. Task goals, 
ASK—INFO and ASK_SUGGEST, are some kinds of catch-all task goals. When 
no other task goals can be fitted, ASKJNFO or ASK_SUGGEST will be our 
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Figure 3.1: A screen capture of the Hon运 Kong Toursim Board website. Different 
media of information axe shown on the Bame page. 
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Figure 3.2: A new web browser contains an enlarged map. User can find the land-
marks, markets, street names and recommended walking route on the map. 
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Associated Modality Description 
multi-medium 
Map Map Show the location information, address or 
other locative information. 
Photograph Photograph Provide an alternative may to present the information, 
including the appearance of a building, a scenic view 
or other visual information that cannot be explained 
easily with speech or text. 
Text Url Provide detailed description and allow users to read it 
by themselves. For example, the background information 
of picture the Clock Tower and its can be shown on a 
single url. 
Text Speech Read out using speech, especially for summary or 
abstraction provided in a dialogue system. 
Table 3.1: The modalities required to present the tourist information domain multi-
media information 
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final choice depending on the content. 
Dialog act (DA) expresses the primary communicative intention of a com-
munication. We have made reference to VERBMOBIL-2 [53] and Yip [54] to 
find out the dialog acts that are suitable for our domain. We have selected and • 
adopted some of the dialog acts in them to our information domain. Some new 
dialog acts such aij REQUEST—PREFERENCE and GIVE_PREFERENCE 
are introduced to fit our domain. Detailed definitions and examples (Table 3.2 
of the task goals, user and system dialog acts are in Appendixes C, D and 









Table 3.2: Examples of seven task goals. 
3.2.2 Concepts and Information Type 
A task goal includes many concepts. Since the variation of concepts can be very 
large, we have only focused on one of the task goal, i.e. ASK_ATTRACTION. 
This is because ASK .ATTRACTION is the most frequently occurred task 
goal in the multi-modal dialog corpus collected. Table 3.3 shows the concepts 
and their possible values. We have manually annotated them in our collected 
corpus because we need to explore the possible words used and the variations 
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of each concept. 





Table 3.3: Examples of concepts and their possible value in the ASK_ATTRACTION 
task goal. 
We need another classification so as to help the modality selection. We 
focus on the format of content rather than the semantic meaning. We have 
classified the concepts into six information types [56] as shown in Table 3.4. 
Appendix F shows all relationships among different concepts and information 
types. Appendix G shows the concepts and their values. 
3.3 User's Task and Scenario 
Every user is requested to plan a three-day itinerary in Hong Kong. They can 
plan the itinerary according to their interests and the dialogue will end when 
the planning is done. The information in focus is the Hong Kong Tourism 
Board website — DiscoverHongKong. Table 3.5 shows a segment of the di-
alogue between user and system. The example shows the necessary usage of 
multi-modal response (in square bracket). Table 3.5 illustrates how user and 
system use multi-modal input and response respectively. System used a map 
to indicate the location of four open markets (System 1) and then pointing 
to the suggested route on map rather than described it in speech (System 
2). User pointed out some interested attractions in User 3 and the system 
highlighted the two museums that are open at night as response (System 4). 
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Information type Definition Examples 
Locative Place of attraction Address, location of 
attraction 
Descriptive Description of attraction History of a historic 
attraction 
Physical object A tangible and visible object Building, Museum 
Abstract A concept not associated with any Class label of attraction 
specific instance 
Nominal Named entity, which is not belong A scenic area 
to other information type 
Temporal Time related information Opening hours 
Table 3.4: The definitions and examples of information types. 
All dialogue turns in Table 3.5 include the use of speech (i.e. contain 
spoken content). Therefore, we believe that speech is a major modality in 
dialogue. The commonly use of speech also shows that it is important for us 
to increase the user perception on speech information. Possible information 
related includes lip-movement, expression and head movements. We try to 
use a talking head system to provide lip-movement and to increase the user 
perception. Details of the talking head system will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
We have described the multi-media information provided our information do-
main, i.e. the Hong Kong Tourism Board website. The rich multi-media in-
formation provided leads to the necessary of multi-modal response. We show 
the definitions and examples on task goals, dialog acts and concepts. The con-
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User 1: 我可以係邊度溫到露天市場(open market)^ 
S^^^t^ 1: 這裡顯示了旺角(Mongkok)的多個露天市場[the map of 
lYaii Ma Tei and Mongkok]), 
O J B I 
f H 上 海 街 痛 街 夜 市 
• • I S h a n g h a i O Temple S t l g y g ^ B Q p i 
St . 二 
、 街 勸 
pubttfsquare HaulBMr 
紐 广 、 “ ： 一 、 、 -
SI肚 \ 
User 2: 我可以點先順路行哂全部？ 
System 2: 你可以沿著地圓上的植色線走[point to the route on the map]. 
User 3: 我想下晝先去哩度[point to 廟街（the Temple Market)] 
然後再去哩度[point to玉器市場（the Jade Market)] 
System 3: ^市場只開到六點鐘 .不如你先去玉器市場跟住去廟街 
“User 4: 行完都夜啦，但我仲想去博物館蹄下 
System 4: [Highlight two museum names on screen]這兩間博物館夜晚都開放 
Table 3.5: A segment of scenario collected, inl which user tries to plan a day of 
itinerary in Hong Kong. 
(Figure below System 1) Part of the Yam Ma Dei and Mongkok map showed in 
System 1. The orange route is a suggested walking path provided by the website. 
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cepts are further grouped into information type so as to help the proccss the 
modality selection. A scenario of the tourist information domain are shown to 
show the use of multi-modalities in user requests and system responses. The 
scenario also shows the effective use of multiple modalites. The scenario indi-
cated that speech is a major modality in multi-modal interaction. In order to 
increase user perception in speech, there is a need to develop a talking head 
system so as to provide information on lip-movements. 
Chapter 4 
Multi-modal Response Data 
Collection 
Appropriate use of multiple modalities can result in effective presentation. 
The use of multiple modalities can increase conciseness, be more informative 
and easier to follow. For example, address can be presented with speech and 
pointing gesture. A suggestion complemented with a photo can make the 
mevssage more informative. Detailed description can be presented in a URL 
so that user can read it in the way he/she likes. We need to use different 
modalities to fit the requirement of different responses. Therefore, we need to 
understand human behavior on multi-modal responses so as to select suitable 
modalities. In order to achieve the goal, we perform a multi-modal dialogue 
data collection and analysis. 
M3 stands for mobile, multi-biometric and multi-modal. The M3 corpus 
is a collection of mobile, multi-biometric and multi-modal data which is used 
to support the research in multi-biometrics and multi-modal human-computer 
communication systems. The M3 corpus is consisted of several components: 
multi-modal dialogue data, biometrics data (e.g. fingerprints, passport photo 
and personal information), audio-visual data and speech data. Since this thesis 
55 
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is focused on the development of multi-modal response generation, we focus 
on the multi-modal dialogue data in this chapter. 
This chapter presents the way we collect the multi-modal responses so as 
to explore how human use different modalities and their behavior in natural 
human-computer communication. We used the Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) setup to 
collect multi-modal dialogues on tourist information domain in Hong Kong. 
A data optimization process is then performed. An expert is found to design 
the collected responses into multi-modal responses according to the collected 
dialogue structure. The offline design phase allowed the expert to plan an 
effective multi-modal response. 
We have designed a set of annotation — M3 Markup Language (M3ML) 
to annotate the collected multi-modal responses. We have made reference to 
the EMMA: Extensible MultiModal Annotation markup language [15] for the 
design process. Design of M3ML is based on the EMMA structure, attributes 
and values. We have also extended EMMA to support the definition of spatial 
coordination. 
We observe the usage patterns including the possible modalities and their 
combinations. We have also analyzed their relationships with intention (i.e. 
task goal and dialog act) and information types (e.g. locative information) so 
a»s to find out the modality preference. 
4.1 Data Collection Setup 
The multi-modal dialogue data collection is used to analyze how users and 
wizards use different modalities so as to maximum their expressive power. For 
example, user can point or circle a location on map instead of speaking the 
location name out. We applied a methodology for data collection which is 
known as the Wizard-Of-Oz (WOZ) setup. WOZ setup means a person (the 
'wizard') plays part or whole role of the system we target to develop. Users 
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interact with the user interface of a program which has partially or not yet 
been developed. The wizard controls the output of the user interface in the 
same way of a system. Users can talk to the wizard at any time and any way 
they like. Users feel that they are playing with a real system. 
We setup a WOZ setup in a sound-proof recording room for the multi-
modal dialogue data collection. User communicates with a simulated system 
(the human wizard) through instant messaging software. Instant messaging is 
the ability to exchange messages and share applications with a chosen friend 
who is connected to the Internet. The wizard can see the user's screen through 
the instant messaging software so he/she knows the user's current focus. The 
interaction is video-taped so as to support our observation on the usage pat-
terns of different modalities. Details of the collection will be discussed in the 
following sections. 
4.1.1 Mult i-modal Inpu t Setup 
We have put many different devices in both the user's side and the wizard's 
side so as to maximize user's and wizard's expressive powers. Availability of 
different devices is used to support different modalities. Table 4.1 summarizes 
the supporting modalities, devices and their descriptions. User is free to switch 
among different modalities whenever he/she thinks it is suitable. We show the 
setup and close up of the screen on the user side in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
4.1.2 Mult i-modal Ou tpu t Setup 
Since the wizard is omniscient computer, the setup and the devices provided 
are slightly different from the user side. Table 4.2 lists the devices provided and 
the corresponding supporting modality on the output side. A shared browser 
allows wizard to monitor the user action on screen. Since we do not want 
that user know the super-computer is simulated by human, we do not put a 
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Modality Device(s) Description 
Speech Microphone Deliver user's speech request to system 
Text MSN (g) Messenger Deliver user's textual request to system 
message box i 
Emoticons MSN ⑧ Messenger Express his/her emotion with emoticons 
message box 
Pointing Mouse Point on an image or a map location for 
indication 
Circling Mouse Move the mouse around an image or a 
map location for indication 
Highlight Mouse Select some textual information 
Hypertext Mouse Click and go to a web page to indicate 
his/her own interest preference 
Gesture Web cam Express his/herself with body motion or 
facial expression 
Table 4.1: Input modalities and related devices provided for the input side. 
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Figure 4.1: WOZ setup of the user side in the recording room for data collection. 
web cam on the wizard side. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show Ithe setup and closd 
up of the screen on the wizard side in the same room. Due to the limitation 
of physical space, user and wizard are separated with a notice hoard in the 
same room. Thd separation is used to prevent users to discover that they 
are communicating with a human (i.e human-human interaction) instead of a 
system (i.e. human-computer interaction). 
4.2 Procedure 
4.2.1 Precaution 
Before the data collection starting, a short briefing session is given to each 
oF the users. They are briefed with tasks that they requested to do and the 
information domain focused in the data collection. Users are requested to be 
a tourist who will visit Hong Kong for three days. They need to plan a three-
day itinerary according to his/her interests. The ‘system，which can replyl to 
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Figure 4.2: A capture of the user's snrpftn. Wizard can see user's lactioni on the 
shared browser and show information to the user using the same browser. User 
and Iwizard can communicate on the text box providec^ by the instant messaging 
software. 
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Modality Device(s) Description 
Speech Speaker Deliver system's speech to the user 
Text MSN ⑧ Messenger Deliver textual response to the user 
message box 
Emoticons MSN ⑥ Messenger Express his/her emotion with emoticons 
message box 
Pointing Mouse Point on an image or a map location for 
indication 
Circling Mouse Move the mouse around an image or a 
map location for indication 
Highlight Mouse Select some textual information 
Hypertext Web browser Share a web browser, show a web page 
or send an URL to user 
Table 4.2: Output modalities and the corresponding devices provided on the wizard 
side. 
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Figure 4.3： W O Z setup of the wizard side in a recording room for data collection. 
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Figure 4.4: A close up of the wizard's screen. Wizard can see user's action on the 
shared browser. Wizard can alsd see user's facial expression and gesture with the 
small screen of camera! in the top left] corner. 
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the user with the knowledge obtained from the Hong Kong Tourism Board 
website only. Any information outside the website will be considered as not 
available. A self-browsing period will be given to all the users so that they 
can have a basic idea on the information provided and think of some criteria 
for their inquiries before the process start. 
A demonstration of the use of different devices and modalities will also be 
given so on to ensure users and wizards understand the controls and functions 
of the simulated system. For example, a control right should be obtained by 
the wizard from the user's shared browser so that user can see the actions 
performed by the wizard. Wizard needs to release the control right back to 
the users after each response so users can continue to make their inquiries and 
let the wizard see their actions on the same shared browser. 
4.2.2 Recording 
Since we do not have real time gesture capturing softwares and speech decoding 
system, we have used a digital video camera to video-taped the interactions. 
W e have conntected user's computer to an external monitor (therefore, two 
monitors in total for user's computer) so as to minimize the disturbance to 
users. W e have put a digital video camera that is facing to the external monitor 
of the user's machine. W e also put another web cam in front of the users to 
capture their facial expressions during communication. Dialogues in video 
tapes are then digitalized into MPEG-2 format for later reviewing. Figure 4.5 
shows the data collection setup. 
4.2.3 Da ta Size and Type 
There are fifty-seven subjects who have participated in the data collection in 
total. Each subject recorded one dialog to three dialogs (Table 4.3). Each 
record includes the video for user's screen action, audio from user request and 
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Figure 4.5: The data collection setup in a sound-proof recording room. 
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wizard response. The wizard response action also is included into the video 
for user's screen action. 
Number of subjects who have recorded exactly one dialog 23 
Number of subjects who have recorded exactly two dialogs 25 
Number of subjects who have recorded exactly three dialogs 9 
Total number of subjects 57 
Total number of dialogs 100 
Table 4.3: The data size of the multi-modal dialog corpus. 
4.3 Annotation 
As mentioned before, we have made reference to the E M M A 1.0 specification 
for the presentation and annotation of the multi-modal responses. A set of 
markup language, M 3 markup language (M3ML), has been developed to anno-
tate the multi-modal responses in this work. We have also followed the X M L 
schema hierarchy to design M3ML. 
4.3.1 Extensible Mult i-Modal Markup Language 
E M M A annotates a request/response with many interpretation elements. It 
defines interpretation as “The emma:interpretation element holds a single in-
terpretation represented in application specific markup.,,. There are three rela-
tionships defined among interpretation and two of them {group and sequence) 
are related to the response side. Group is defined as “the emma:group element 
is used to indicate that the contained interpretations are related in some man-
ner'' (source: [15]) in E M M A . Sequence is defined as “the emma:sequence is a 
2http:/W3C XML Schema, http://www.w3.org/XML/Schcma 
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container for one or more interpretation or interpretation container elements 
and denotes that these are sequential in time,, (source: [15]). 
Time information is one of the important informatioon in multi-modal 
dialogue system. E M M A introduces a set of time attributes. The start time 
attribute can be absolute time or relative time value. The relative time can 
be used to indicate the temporal coordination between two interpretations. 
For example, the start time of one interpretation can be annotated on how 
many milliseconds after the start time of another interpretation. All the time 
information is required to store in a very high precision. For example, the value 
of duration attribute must be stored in the unit of milliseconds. Figure 4.6 
shows the set of time attributes in red boxes. 
4.3.2 Mobi le, Multi-biometric and Multi-modal Annotat ion 
Multi-modal response generation includes temporal and spatial coordinations. 
Since E M M A only provides annotation on time information, we have extended 
and applied the idea of time attributes (i.e. annotation of time information) 
to spatial information in M3ML. W e have defined a set of relative coordinates 
attributes. For example, a point was shown in the centre of map to indicate 
the location of a building. The coordinate-ref-uri attribute indicating the 
coordinates of pointing action is corresponded (in relative coordinates) to the 
map coordinates and the pointing coordinates are defined by x-offset and y-
offset. This is shown in blue boxes in Figure 4.7, which is in the presentation 
format of X M L schema. 
The high precision (in millisecond) cannot be easily achieved in most of 
the situations. For example, a typical digital video recorder has only around 
twenty-five to thirty frames per second which means the precision is around 
0.03 per frame only. We have defined a set of semantic values in order to 
substitute the precision defined in E M M A . We can annotate the action time 
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Figure 4.6: Extracted E M M A schema that we have referred to. The red square 
highlights the attributes related to timestamp. 
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Figure 4.7: M 3 M L schema. The red box highlights the attributes related to times-
tamp that are borrowprl from E M M A . W e adopted the idea and add a set of at-
tributed to spatial information as highlighted inl blue box. 
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of a pointing action in 'just after' a map is shown rather than how many 
milliseconds between them. The annotation with semantic value provides a 
flexibility to handle the case in which the information is not precisc enough. 
There are 948 transcribed response turns with spoken content and modal-
ities used. The information is stored in an EXCEL file. Since manual annota-
tion of X M L is not an easy task, we have only annotated 5% of the responses 
in M 3 M L manually. Appendix A shows the complete X M L schema of M 3 M L 
for annotation. Appendix B shows two examples of M 3 M L markup of multi-
modal responses. 
4.4 Problems in the Wizard-of-Oz Setup 
Since the initial design of the W O Z setup is focused on the capture of user 
inputs and observation of user behavior, there are some deficiencies on the 
response side. Table 4.4 shows the deficiencies and details will be discussed in 
the following sections. 
Problem Description 
Lack of knowledge Wizards may not be able to present a response in 
an optimal way because of the lack of knowledge or training 
Time deficiency Wizards do not have enough time to plan a better response 
Information Wizards may not be able to find suitable multi-media 
availability information from the DiscoverHongKong website 
Operation delay There is always a delay time due to the operation of 
user interface or loading of information 
Lack of modalities Wizards cannot use their facial expression 
due to the lack of web cam on the wizard side 
Table 4.4: Examples on the deficiency of the WOZ setup in response generation. 
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4.4.1 Lack of Knowledge 
In the multi-modal dialogue collection, wizards are students from the Faculty 
of Engineering who is not an expert in communication. Table 4.5 shows some 
multi-modal responses from multi-modal dialogue data collection which have 
room for improvements. 
User 1: I請問中環有哮地方値得去蹄？ — 
System 1:不如去蘇豪（Solio, an attraction in Hong Kong). 




Table 4.5: An example on response which needs improvement. For example, we can 
provide more information on an attraction to the user in System 1 by showing its 
picturc. Wizard should provide a URL with the introduction of the attraction rather 
than speak the description out. This can prevent the loss of spoken information 
during delivery. 
4.4.2 Time Deficiency 
The interactions are performed in real-time during the multi-modal dialogue 
data collection process. The response planning time is limited in real-time 
situation. In a wizard turn, the wizard is not only concerned with his/her tasks 
as shown in Table 4.6 but also observe the user's facial expression. If the user 
is impatience, wizard needs to provide some feedback before the completion of 
the content retrieval and response planning. Wizard has to finish a few tasks 
in a limited time because user does not want to wait so long. As a result, 
wizard may not be able to plan the best multi-modal response. 
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Task Description 
Understand the request Wizard needs to know the content of the request 
Resolve any deictic term When user uses multi-modal input, some deictic term 
(e.g.'®®') may be used. It is referred l,o another 
modality and need l,o be resolved. 
Information retrieval Wizard retrieves textual and multi-media information 
(e.g. map) from the Internet. Retrieved information 
is used for the planning and output of a multi-modal 
response. 
Response planning Wizard plans the way to present the retrieved 
information. 
Table 4.6: The tasks of a wizard in a dialogue turn. 
4.4.3 Informat ion Availability 
Wizard always needs to retrieve multi-media information from the Discover-
HongKong website. The website provides a wide range of domain informa-
tion, including tour, attraction, activity, transportation, event, time, fare, etc. 
However, the website cannot cover all kinds of multi-media information in the 
tourist information domain. Sometimes, the wizard has to retrieve informa-
tion from the Internet using search engine. It takes some time to finish the 
retrieval task. The lack of multi-media information forces the wizard to use 
iini-modal response although multi-modal response is better in some cases. 
Table 4.7 shows a sample interaction with speech only. Figure 4.8 shows the 
same interaction with the support of multi-media information (e.g. photo). 
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"l7ser 1: 係海洋公園裏面有邊個關於海洋的好地方呀？ 
System 1 :你可以去太平洋海岸參觀? 
User 2 : 太 平 洋 海 岸 係 點 架 ? 
System 2:太平洋海岸好似加洲海岸，有很多海豹海獅蹄. 
Table 4.7: An example of uni-modal response. In System 2, the use of a photo 
would be better. However, the lack of the relevant photo in the DiscoverHongKong 
website forces the wizard to use speech only. 
4.4.4 Operat ion Delay 
The W O Z setup also limits the behaviour of wizard. The instant messaging 
software is a powerful tool for multi-modal expression. Wizard needs extra 
work to operate such a powerful tool. For example, when wizard needs to 
show a URL, he/she needs to input the URL to the web browser. When 
wizard wants to show another URL, a series of clicking actions on hyper-links 
or type in the new U R L is needed. Both kinds of operation affect the fluency 
of a multi-modal response. Whenever a website is opened, the long loading 
time will also cause a delay in the response. 
4.4.5 Lack of Modalit ies 
Since the human wizard is hidden to simulate a super-computer, we did not put 
a web cam on the wizard side. The wizard cannot use his/her facial expression 
a.s one of the response modaliies as we did not put a webcam on the wizard's 
side. 
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4.5 Data Optimization 
W e perform data optimization of the multi-modal responses by an offline de-
signing process. We designed the multi-modal response based on the response 
content extracted from the collected multi-modal dialogue. 
4.5.1 Precaution 
W e have hired an expert from the School of Journalism and Communication 
to help us to design the responses with multiple modalities. This can reduce 
the adverse effect of the lack of knowledge in communication and presentation 
(i.e. the lack of knowledge problem). 
Before the design process start, the expert was briefed with some back-
ground information on multi-modal interaction and visited the multi-modal 
dialogue data collection. We put emphasis on natural interaction rather than 
simulation of a 'real, system response. We encouraged the expert to fully 
utilize the multi-modal information available including multi-media, facial ex-
pression, vocal expression, etc. 
W e extract response content from the responses collected by the W O Z 
setup. The expert studied each dialogue and response content extracted and 
then design the best response. The expert is provided with the extracted 
content instead of the original response. This is used to prevent from the 
learning effect of the presentation, which means the presentation wordings 
and styles from the expert may be affected by the collected one. Table 4.9 
shows an example of the information provided to the expert. 
4.5.2 Procedures 
Optimization is an offline process, which provides the expert with enough plan-
ning time to retrieve information and plan the response. In the design, we did 
not request the expert to retrieve the actual multi-media file. For example, the 
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User 1： 請問中環有哮地方値得去蹄？ 
System 1: [Attraction suggestion: ‘稣蔡] 
User 2 : 蘇 聚 係 點 架 ? 
System 2: [Attraction description: 一個新的美食區，包括些利街，伊近利街， 
卑利街，士丹頓街及奧卑利街一帶，小街道之間聚集了不少具有 
異國餐廳的特色蟹廳，咖啡室及酒吧.J 
Table 4.9: The information provided to the expert. The expert can use any modality 
to present the information. For example, the expert can use photo and pointing 
action to present the attraction in System 1. The expert can also improve the 
response in System 2 by searching and showing a URL. Certainly, the expert cannot 
suggest another attraction. Otherwise, the dialogue structure will be changed. 
floor-plan of a shopping mall cannot be found on the DiscoverHongKong web-
site. When the expert needs to use the floor-plan for a multi-modal response 
of locative information, the expert can assume the floor-plan is exist. There-
fore, the process can be prevented from the problem of information availability 
mentioned before. Certainly, the expert needs to specify what is the content 
he/she cxpccted for record. 
After the offline design phase, we simulated and recorded the designed in-
teraction. There was another person who acts as 'a simulated user'. The 
expert faced to the user so that the expert was able to use facial expressions 
such as a puzzling face to indicate unclear user request or she is unable to 
satisfy the user request. W e wanted to minimize any adverse effect on presen-
tation fluency due to the operation delay. Therefore, the expert sketched any 
graphic on paper and point on it if necessary. The approach could improve 
the fluency of response and allow the expert to focus on his/her presentation 
rather to control a software. A digital video recorder was used to take a record 
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for the expert presentation. Figure 4.8 shows the recording setup. 
4.5.3 Da ta Size in Expert Design Responses 
W e randomly selected 31 dialogues and re-designed them by an expert (Ta-
ble 4.10). There are 948 response turns in total. Table 4.11 shows some 
information about the expert designed responses. 
Total number of dialogs 31 
Total number of subects 26 
Number of subjects have exactly one dialog 21 
Number of subjects have exactly two dialogs 5 
Table 4.10: The data size of re-design multi-modal dialog corpus. 









Table 4.11: The distribution of different task goals in the expert designed responses. 
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Recorder 
Figure 4.8: The recording setup for designed multi-modal response. The expert 
faces the simulated user so as to use facial expression^  The jexpert uses multi-
modal response with paper so he/she can focus on presentation rather than softwarel 
operation. For example, the [expert presents a locative information by sketching a 
map very roughly on a paper land point on the sketched map. A video [recorder 
records all actions for the expert for further study on the temporal relationship and 
other. 
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4.6 Analysis and Discussion 
W e have analyzed the expert designed responses on the modality used, modal-
ity combination, deictic term, dialog act and information type. We first sum-
marize the foundings and discuss each of them below one by one. We list the 
possible modalities in Table 4.12. There are three frequently occurs multi-
modal combinations as shown in Table 4.13. For example, a concept-value can 
be 美禾IJ樓(an attraction name). Details of the modality combinations will be 
presented in later part of this chapter. 
Deictic term in one modality refers to an action in another modality and 
form a linkage between them. Some possible deictic terms in Cantonese include 
‘哩度•‘'哩個，We found the deictic term often occurs in modalities combination 
with map. 
The modalities selection is affected by both dialog acts and information 
type. Responses in ASK .ATTRACTION task goal with INFORM or SUG-
GEST often use multi-modal. Table 4.14 shows the relationship between in-
formation type and their modality preferences. 
4.6.1 Mult i-modal Usage 
W e study the occurrence of modalities that have been used in the response of 
tourist information domain. Table 4.15 shows the distribution of multi-modal 
response and uni-modal responses. Uni-modal response includes the use of 
speech only. They include greeting (e.g. 'welcome'), agreement (e.g. 'Yes', 
‘OK，），close (e.g.'Bye'), etc. 
4.6.2 Modal i ty Combinat ion 
After study the availability of different modalities, we have to study the use of 
multiple modalities in a response. Different combinations of modalities can be 
used for different concept-values and a response may include multiple concept-
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Modality Description 
Speech Read out using speech, especially for summary or abstraction 
provided in a dialogue system. 
Text Spoken content can be shown on text box so user can read if he/she 
misses the speech. 
Facial animation The synchronized lip movement with speech can increase the user 
perception. The combination of facial animation and speech is 
a kind of audio-visual speech. 
URL Provide detailed description and allow users to read it by themselves. 
For example, the background information of the Clock Tower can 
describe with an URL. 
Photograph Provide an alternative may to present the information, indiiding the 
appearance of a building, a scenic view or other visual information 
that cannot be explained easily with speech or text. 
Map Show the location information, address or other locative information. 
Pointing Pointing is a kind of mouse gesture and always be used with other 
modalities. Wizard used pointing to indicate some locations on 
screen. 
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Modality Description 
Circling Circling is another type of mouse gestures. It is similar to pointing 
but circling is always used to indicate an area on screen. There are other 
possible mouse gestures like stroke which cannot be found from the 
collected responses. We mainly discover pointing and circling in the 
collected response. 
Highlight Textual information on a URL can be highlighted so as to emphasize the 
content or indicate the focus of a URL. 
Blinking Blinking dot is used to capture the users' attention to a point on screen. 
dot 
Text Text is used to show some 
Table 4.12: The possible modalities in WOZ. 
Modality Combination Percentage 
Speech and photo 31.3% 
Speech and URL 21% 
Speech, map and pointing 19.5% 
Total number of concept-value using multi-modal: 486 times 
Table 4.13: The top three most preferable modality combinations in multi-modal 
responses. Speech is always come with facial animation so we skip in the table. 
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Information Type Modality Preference 
Locative information Map 
Descriptive information URL 
Physical object information Photo 
Table 4.14: The modality preference of three information types. The other infor-
mation types prefer to use speech only. 
Total number of response turns: 948 
Uni-modal responses: 533 (56.2%) 
Multi-modal responses: 415 (43.8%) 
Table 4.15: The distribution of uni-modal and multi-modal responses designed by 
the expert. 
values. For example, wizard can suggest two attractions in one response (i.e. 
two attraction concept-values) or suggest an attraction, its location and open-
ing hours (one attraction, one location and one opening hours concept-values). 
From the collected response turns, the expert presented 486 concept-values 
in multi-modal. The rates of occurrences of different multi-modal combination 
within 486 conccpt-values are shown in Table 4.16. Since speech is always 
present as one of the modalities in corpus, there are 128 possible combinations. 
Table 4.16 only show the combinations that can be found in our selected 
response data. 
Although there are many possible modality combinations, several combina-
tions arc more preferred by the expert. Spccch with URL or photo, speech with 
map and pointing (italicized in Table 4.16) are the top three most preferred 
modalities combinations. 
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Multi-modal combinations 
Total number of concept-values using multi-modal: 486 
URL Photo Map 
Speech 21.0% 31.3% 5.6% 
Speech, pointing 9.7% 0.8% 19.5% 
Speech, circling 2.3% 0.6% 2.5% 
Speech, highlight 5.1% 0% 0% 
Speech, blinking dot 0% 0% 1.6% 
Table 4.16: The percentages and the occurrences of the modality combinations in 
re-dcsigncd multi-modal responses. For example, 21.0% is a result of percentage of 
occurrence of the combination of speech and URL among all concept-value using 
multi-modal (486 times). Combination of speech and speech with transition model-
ing are shown in rows. Transition modality means that the content (e.g. the point 
for pointing) only appear for a short time. However, URL, photo and map always 
stay on screen after display. 
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4.6.3 Deictic term 
Deictic terms sometimes come with spoken content and can be used as an 
indication bf Lbe present of annt.hf>r modality. Therefore, we analyze wluchl 
combinations of modality will contain a deictic term present. There are 29.4% 
(143/486) of concept-values using multi-modal include deictic terms. The oc-
currence is not very high] because the expert often used the attraction name, 
location name or other named entities as a redundant information (see Fig— 
ure 4.17) to make the message becomesi more clear. It is different from multi-J 
modal input] whichi usually includes deictic term(s). [57] Table 4.18 shows 
different jmodality romhinatinns correspond to the use of deictic term. 
User 1: 油麻地有咩好玩？ 
System 1 :不如去靡街 ( the Temple Street) 
[show the URL of the Temple Street]) 
.^rH- ,-•,-
3ngk(>ng.com/«no/touring/p<H>ular/t«j>opujop6n.l^  
, n .—..•…---”…—‘一 '“‘— 
l ^ y m O U J U m Temple Street Night Market 
P I ^ ^ ^ H ^ H G ^ ^ H I ^ Hong Kong's most famous open-air market opens 
at 2:00pm but really comes to life at dusk, with a 
bustling array of stalls »«lting everything from 
• f l S B B S B ^ B B . watches and leatheiware to clothing and souvenirs. 
Other attractions include fortune-tellers and 
i n B ^ ^ ® ^ ^ " V x ^ occasionally. Cantonese opera singers. Temple 
l H J ^ Street is in Yau Ma Tei, Kowloon. 
Table 4.17: The expert used the name of the street as a redundant information. 
(Figure) The URL of the Temple Street wich is a redundant information with the 
spoken content of 'the Temple Street! as shown inl System 1. 
Combination with map has a higher occurrence of deictic terms. When 
we study Table 4.18’ tlie fourth n m (italicized) shows that there is a higher 
occurrences of deictic terms in pointing with map than pointing with URL. 
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The usage of dcictic terms in multi-modal response 
URL Photo Map 
Speech 9.1% (44) 6.4% (31) 2.3% (11) 
Speech, pointing 1.4% (7) 0.4% (2) 4.9% (24) 
Speech, circling 0.0% (0) 0.6% (3) 2.5% (12) 
Speech, Highlight 1.2% (C) 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 
Speech, Blinking dot 0.0% (0) 0.0% (0) 0.6% (3) 
Table 4.18: The percentages and the occurrences of deictic terms with different 
modality combinations. For example, 44 times of speech and URL combination 
include deictic terms. The total number of occurrences is 486. 
Circling with map (the fifth row) also has a higher occurrence of deictic terms 
than circling with URL. There are only a few deictic terms used when pointing 
or circling are shown together with a URL. This is because the address or 
locative information on map are difficult to be spoken out. The expert tried 
to indicate a specific location/area of the URL by name even using pointing 
or circling. The expert used the attraction name (e.g. 'The Temple street') or 
the title of a specific part instead of deictic term to avoid confusion. 
4.6.4 Task Goal and Dialog Acts 
Further analysis of the relationship between dialog acts and modality in 
ASK-ATTRACTION task goal shows that two of the dialog acts tend to in-
clude more multi-modal responses. ASK_ATTRACTION has the highest fre-
quency of occurrences (333 response turns, 35%). Different dialog acts in the 
ASK_ATTRACTION tend to have their own preferences of modalities (refer 
to Table 4.19). Since some dialog acts in ASK_ATTRACTION are seldom 
occurred, we focus on the dialog acts which have occurrence more than 5%. 
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The filtered dialog acts consist of 84.4% of responses in ASK_ATTRACTI〇N. 
Two dialog acts, INFORM and SUGGEST, in ASK_ATTRACTION tend 
to use more multi-modal responses. Combinations of speech with photo or 
speech with U R L are preferred. The other dialog acts such as 
R E Q U E S T - C O M M E N T prefer to use speech only. A possible reason is that 
S U G G E S T and I N F O R M includes more concept-values (e.g. SUGGEST al-
ways includes some attraction names). REQUEST—COMMENT and other di-
alog acts include fewer concept-values. For example, R E Q U E S T - C O M M E N T 
is often in the form of ‘你鍾唔鍾意個建議，in speech. 
Task goal: ASK_ATTRACTION Occurrences of a modality 
(rank in decending order) 
Dialog act First (%) Second (%) Third (%) 
INFORM Photo URL Speech only 
(121 responses) (34.7%) (22.3%) (15.7%) 
SUGGEST URL Speech only Photo 
(75 responses) (29.3%) (28.0%) (25.3%) 
REQUEST-COMMENT Spccch only URL Map 
(43 responses) (81.4%) (7.0%) (7.0%) 
FEEDBACK—POSITIVE Speech only URL Highlight 
(24 responses) (75.0%) (20.8%) (4.2%) 
REQUESTJNFO Spccch only NA NA 
(18 responses) (100.0%) (0.0%) (0.0%) 
Table 4.19: Occurrences of modalities with different dialog acts in ranked order. 
The expert chose to use more multi-modal responses in the dialog acts of INFORM 
and SUGGEST. Simple uni-modal responses are used in the dialog act of FEED-
BACK-POSITIVE. 
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4.6.5 Informat ion Type 
W e focus on the relationship between information type and modality in 
ASK—ATTRACTION task goal with SUGGEST dialog act. Although IN-
F O R M is the most frequently occurred dialog act in ASK—ATTRACTION 
task goal, it is a catch-all dialog act and the variety in the content is very 
high. It is very difficult to analyze and more data, is needed to observe the 
pattern of it. The pattern of SUGGEST is relatively more consistent and can 
be used for further study. We refer the six information types [56] in Chap-
ter 3, Table 3.4. Table 4.20 shows the three most preferable combinations of 
modality of each type of information. • 
For each of the information type, we have to find out which combination 
of modalities is more suitable for each of them. Speech only is always the 
first priority of consideration. However, locative information, physical object 
information and descriptive information are less prefer to use uni-modal spoken 
responses. For locative information, it can be a specific point like an address 
or an area like as an district. For a specific point, the use of map and pointing 
is preferred. For an area, expert chooses to speak the district rather than 
pointing to the district on a large map (e.g. the full map of Hong Kong). 
The expert chooses to display a URL (sometimes is photo) for long de-
scriptive information such as history. While the expert prefers to use a simple 
spoken response only for some short description. We have found that the av-
erage length of descriptive information using multi-modal in term of Chinese 
characters is around 4.76 and the average length for the short spoken response 
is around 3.9 characters. Therefore, we use 4 as a threshold for the distinguish 
between long and short description. 
Visual information like URL and photo are more suitable to introduce a 
physical object information which mainly is buildings. Expert chooses to show 
a single URL or photo to present physical object information. Table 4.21 shows 
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Information type Occurrences of a modality 
(rank in decending order) 
First (%) Second (%) Third (%) 
Locative information Specch only Map Pointing 
(29 tokens) (44.8%) (31.0%) (27.6%) 
Descriptive information Speech only URL Photo 
(143 tokens) (55.2%) (28.7%) (16.1%) 
Physical object information Speech only Photo URL 
(94 tokens) (57.4%) (20.2%) (19.1%) 
Abstract information Spcech only URL Photo 
(24 tokens) (70.8%) (16.7%) (12.5%) 
Nominal information Speech only Photo URL 
(252 tokens) (73.8%) (14.7%) (9.9%) 
Temporal information Spccch only NA NA 
(16 tokens) (100.0%) (0.0%) (0.0%) 
Table 4.20: This Table shows the top three frequencies occur modality of different 
information type. We consider responses for ASK—ATTRACTION task goal with 
SUGGEST dialog act. 
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the example of the use of photo for physical object information. 
User 1: 香港係唔係有個建築物叫會展，請問佢係點樣的？ 
System 1:呢張係香港會議展覽中心的相片，請看 
[Show the photo of Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre] 
Table 4.21: The expert used photo to describe a building. 
4.7 Chapter Summary 
In this chaptcr, we present the details of the multi-modal dialogue data col-
lection in M 3 corpus that use to support the research effort in M M R G . W e 
improved multi-modal responses using expert knowledge. In order to anno-
tate the multi-modal response, we have designed a convention of markup, 
namely M 3 markup language (M3ML) with reference to the E M M A . W e have 
identified possible modalities and their combination. W e also studied several 
semantic-to-modality relation. In deictic term, the expert likes to use redun-
dant information rather than deictic term in general. However, the expert 
used deictic term on spcech with U R L and any combination with map. For 
dialog acts in ASK_ATTRACTION, if the dialog act includes simple content 
like responses •好唔好，. uni-modal is preferred. Information type is also af-
fected the choice of modality. Using map for locative information is preferred. 
U R L can be used to present descriptive information like history of attraction 




Text-to-audiovisual speech (TTVS) [17] system is a useful and important tool 
for multi-modal presentation. It can offer a multi-modal presentation of dy-
namic information, e.g. for news and weather information reporting, for appli-
cations in edutainment, for personified dialogue systems, or as an aid for the 
hearing-impaired [40] where the simulated lip movements can help the user 
dcciphcr the spoken message. The talking face can also convey non-verbal 
communicative signals, such as emotions [58 . 
This chapter describes our attempt to develop a TTVS system to support 
multi-modal presentation. The TTVS system accepts the Chinese textual in-
put and generates synthetic spccch with a talking face. For the specch genera-
tion, we use the syllable-based concatcnativc text-to-speech (TTS) synthesizer, 
C U V O C A L [59]. C U V O C A L supports different prosody and different speak-
ing rate. In facial animation, we use a simple blending proccss based on weight 
morphing to achieve a high resolution animation of talking head. The TTVS 
system supports different expressions including agreement using head nod, dis-
agreement using head shake and the emotion states that are smile and worry. 
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W e drive the talking head animation parameters from speech parameters using 
linear-interpolation so as to integrate the speech and facial animation. 
W e will illustrate the basic unit of speech and facial animation in Section 
3.1. We will then describe the face model definition and facial animation of our 
first TTVS system, LinLin, in Scction 3.2. LinLin can be a virtual performer. 
W e will talk about the integration between speech and facial animation in 
Section 3.3. W e will discuss the user perception experiments in Section 3.4. 
The experiments evaluated how LinLin can improve the speech recognition. 
W e will describe our second TTVS system, Windy, to support multi-modal 
presentation in Scction 3.5. 
5.1 Phonemes and Visemes 
A phoneme is the smallest unit of sound in spoken language. A viseme is a 
visual equivalent to a phoneme. The definition of viseme is i, '^A generic facial 
image that can be used to describe a particular sound,” 
CU V O C A L is a syllable-based concatenative text-to-speech (TTS) syn-
thesizer for Cantonese, a major dialect of Chinese predominant in Hong Kong, 
South China and many overseas Chinese communities [60]. Cantonese is mono-
syllabic in nature (like Chinese) and the dialect has a rich tonal structure with 
between six to nine tones. Coarticulatory effects in CU VOCAL are captured 
in terms of distinctive features. The TTS engine also uses right tonal con-
text for unit selection. Figure 5.1 illustrates typical input and output for CU 
VOCAL. 
Chinese does not have explicit word delimiters and a word may contain 
one or more characters. Hence the input Chinese character string is tokenized 
into Chinese words by a greedy algorithm with reference to a lexicon and 
the word pronunciations are looked up from a dictionary. For example, in 
'http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/0,,sid9_gci213308,00.html 
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/ “ 你 ？ 我 n W 琳 ” / Chinese 
/ (meaning: How are / character input 
/ you? I am LinLin.) / 
Z Syllables and 
time information 
/ T^  1. - 7 r . n �utput ( ime unit 
/ Result.way / hou2 0.350 /econd) 
Speech file 腿 1 0.320 





Figure 5.1: The sample input and output of CU VOCAL. 
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Figure 5.1，the first character in the input text string, “你“(meaning: you), 
is pronounced as /nei5/ (i.e. the syllable is /nei/ with tone five. The syllable 
inventory adopted in C U V O C A L follows the Linguistic Society of Hong Kong 
(LSHK)2 convention. C U V O C A L generates the synthetic speech output (in 
.wav format). The TTS engine has also been extended to explicitly generate 
the syllable sequence with timing information, e.g. the first syllable unit /neiS/ 
has a duration of 0.39 second, the fourth unit LP indicates a pause (silence) for 
0.504 second and the last two syllables are /lam4/ of duration 0.32 second each. 
The syllable unit can be further subdivided into an optional onset (i.e. the 
consonant that starts the syllable), a nucleus (i.e. the core vowel/diphthong) 
and an optional coda (i.e. the consonant that ends the syllable). The Chinese 
syllable unit is often subdivided into an initial (i.e. the onset) and the final 
(i.e. the nucleus and coda). For example, the syllable /nei/ has initial /n/ and 
final /ei/ (or onset /n/ and nucleus /ei/). The syllable /lam/ has initial /I/ 
and final /am/ (or onset /I/, nucleus /a/ and final /m/). The typical syllable 
structure of a Chinese syllable is shown in Figure 5.2 [61 . 
Since much previous work defined visemes in relation to phones (e.g. those 
from the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) inventory), our approach in-
volves decomposing a syllable into its onset, nucleus and coda and mapping 
these to their closest IPA phonetic symbol. W e use a total of twenty eight IPA 
symbols. Examples of our mapping are illustrated in Table 5.1. 
Since different phonctic symbols may correspond to the same lip shape, the 
twenty eight symbols are mapped to only sixteen visemes in total. Examples 
of mappings from symbols to visemes are provided in Table 5.2. Figures 5.3 
also illustrate the viseme models of /b/ and /a/ respectively. 
'•^Linguistic Society of Hong Kong, http://cpctp2.cityii.cdu.hk/lshk 
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Tonal Syllable 附聲音節 
Syllable音節 Tone聲調 
Initial聲母 Final韻母 
[Onset 韻頭] Nuclei 韻腹 [Coda 韻尾] 
Figure 5.2: Typical structure of a Chinese syllable. The components in a pair of 
square brackets are optional consonants in a Chinese syllable. 








Table 5.1: Sample mappings from LSHK to IPA syllable. 
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LSHK representation IPA symbol Viseme label 
/b/，/p/ /p/，/pV M 
l/d/’ /t/ A/, /ty /t/ 
M N N 
/g/’ /k/ /k/, A V /k/ 
/eo/，/oe/ /oe/, /oe/ /oe/ 
Table 5.2: Examples of viseme definitions. 
I J Ij 
Figure 5.3: Static viseme models for the IPA symbols /b/ (left) and /a/ (right). 
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polygons. The 
polygons form the 
surface of the face 
魏 A closed lip shape 
Figure 5.4: The position coordinates and their linkages. 
5.2 Three-dimensional Facial Animation 
5.2.1 Three-dimensional (3D) Face Model 
The basic 3D face model, LinLin, is provided by a computer graphics artist, 
Mr. Yamato from Japan and shows no emotion, no lip movement and no blink-
ing of the leyes^  Hence we will also refer to this model as the 'neutral' face 
model (NeutralFace). This model defines sucb information as position coor-
dinates that determine feature positions, normal coordinates for computing 
light reflection effects, texture and its coordinates for texture mapping, and 
other information. Light reflection and texture help create a more realistic 
appearance of the face model. The position noordinaties are linked together tD 
form a network of polygons in order to determine the shaped of facial features 
(Figure 5.4). 
Therefore! we can define a 3D model in terms of a sequence of position 
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Figure 5.5: Static emotion modelsi of "smile" (left) and "worry" (right), 
coordinates (alsol known as vertices in a 3D object) as Equation 5.1, 
Fj = (xoj, yoj, Zoj.Xij, yij\ ……’ Xmj, 2/mj’ Zmj) (5.1) 
where Fj is a face model j, m is the number of position coordinates in a face 
model, Xkj. ykj, Zkj are the k^ ^ coordinate for x-axis, y-axis and z-axis in face 
model j 
Modify the neutral face model by a 3D character design software tool] Posed 
© 5 can form the sixteen target viseme models and target emotion models 
(SmileFace and WorryFace). W e have modified the models manually with 
reference to [62]. Examples are shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.5. Target models ard 
static traodels that correspond Ito the visemes and emotions. Hence our T T V S 
system stores nineteen models in all (one neutral, sixteen viseme models, one 
smile model and one face model). 
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5.2.2 The Blending Process for Animat ion 
W e have designed and implemented a simple blending process based on weighted 
morphing [62] to achieve real-time animation. Animation focuses on the lip 
shapes and emotions. Each face model is represented by a vector in a 3 x 
m-dimensional space (m is defined in Equation 3.1 known as the FaceSpace. 
All the 3D face models form the Face Set, as indicated in Equation 5.2. 
F S = { F u F 2 , … … ( 5 . 2 ) 
where FS is a FaceSet, Fj is a face model j e FaceSpace and n is the total 
number of face models (n = 19). 
Facial animation can be viewed as migration from one point in the FaceS-
pace to another point. A common approach to generate a new face model 
{NewFace) is generation by a linear combination of the face models in the 
FaceSet by the use of blending weights (see Equation 5.3). Each blending 
weight controls the dominance of its corresponding face model (in the Face-
Set) in the NewFace model. 
n n 
NewFace = ^ aiFiand 二 a^  = 1 (5.3) 
1=1 1=1 
where a^  is the blending weight of each face model in the face set 
In this work, we incorporate some modifications of the above method. An-
imation is achieved by the use of deformation vectors (DV) derived from the 
target viseme/emotion models. For example the DV for viseme label /b/ is 
defined in Equation 5.4 and the D V for smile is defined in Equation 5.5. 
DVvisemeb = V isemeJb-Face — Neutral Face (5.4) 
DVsmiie — SmileFace — Neutral Face (5.5) 
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Different DVs can be linearly combined with the neutral face model {Neu-
tralFace) to form a new face model {NewFace), as illustrated in Equation 5.6. 
n 
New Face = Neutral Face + ^ aiDVi (5.6) 
i=\ 
where DVi is the D V for the face model in the FaceSet and ai is the blending 
weight for face model i. 
If we want the virtual character to smile more intensely, we simply increase 
the blending weight for DVs mile- The blending weight can be used to control 
the facial expressions (smile and worry) and different lip shapes. The smile 
affects mainly the lip shape and worry affects the eyebrow. 
5.2.3 Connectivity between Visemes 
The transition between two phonemes in synthesized speech corresponds to 
the transition between two visemes in facial animation. Smooth transition 
is achieved by controlling the weights in the blending technique. W e will 
elaborate on this point by means of an example. Consider TTVS system for the 
Chinese word “中問’’ (meaning: center) pronounced as /ziing/ /gan/ in LSHK 
syllables. For a given syllable, we reference the CU V O C A L syllable corpus 
to get the average duration among the occurring instances. For example, the 
syllable /zung/ averages 0.33 second in duration. W e also reference the corpus 
to get the average fraction of the syllable's duration that is occupied by its 
initial and final respectively. For example, the syllable /zung/ has the initial 
/z/ and final /iing/. The initial /z/ takes up about a quarter of the syllable's 
duration on average, while the remaining three quarters is taken up by the 
final /uiig/. The final can be further subdivided into the nucleus /ii/ and coda 
/iig/. For the sake of simplicity, we assume the nucleus and coda for the final 
/ung/ have equal average durations. Hence about 0.5 of the average duration 
of /zung/ is occupied by the syllable onset /z/, about 0.375 by the syllable 
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Titnt 
Stnt (no ffKcch) IxJ hJ /o^ /f/ fnf fngf End («> »P«ch) 
Figure 5,6: Variation of blending weights over time for three-dimensional animation. 
The blending weight of a viseme is zero before the starti of animation or afterl the 
end of animation. During the animation, it is changed using a linear interpolation. 
nucleus /u/ and the remaining fraction of 0.375 by the syllable coda /ng/. Iri 
order to use this information for facial animation, we locate the visemes that 
correspond to the IPA symbols /z/, /u/ and /ng/ [respectively. Since these 
are static viseme models, we need to determine! the blending weights that 
correspond to these visemes for 3D animation. A linear interpolation is used 
as shown in [Figure 5.6J Each viseme starts with a unity weight at its start 
instant, and linearly decreases to zero weight at its end point. This defines 
tlie variation of the blending weights over timd and our system demonstrates 
that thisi achieves a realistic and smooth facial animation effect. 
The variation of blending weights for emotion face models (se^  Figure 5.5) 
used in a similar way for 3D face rendering, as compared with the viseme 
weights. These are defined manually by the user by means of a slider rule in 
our system's interface (see |Figurej 5.7). The overall control flow for our T T V S 
system is depicted in Figure 5.8J 
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J^jfMjjE Exprnskxa: Wony 
M ‘ 
IHj^ gpll^  Expxesioii: Smik 
資 — 
Figure 5.7: The user controls LinLinI to express a very worry by moving the marker 
in the lower one of slider rule to the right most position. 
5.3 User Perception Experiments 
W e ran user perception experiments withl twelve, randomly generated sevftn-
digit strings. For each digit string we generate either (i) an audio |recording 
of the synthesized speech in a noisyl (cafeteria] environment; or (ii) a video 
file that augments the noisy synthesized audio with a talking face. Our tests 
involve sixteen Cantonese-speaking subjects. Each subject is presented with 
the twelve audio/video files and asked to write down the digit string that was 
spoken. Subjects have no prior knowledge of the lengths of the digit strings. 
Equations 377 and 3.8 show the ra.lciila.tion of total error rates and accuracy. 
Table 5.3 shows the experimental results in terms of substitution (S), deletion 
(D), insertion (I) errors and accuracy. 
Total error rates(%) = Substitution error rates(%) (5.7) 
+ Deletion error rates{%) + Insertion error rates{%) 
Accuracy{%) = 1 — Total error rates(%) (5.8) 
The digits '5' and '21 are pronounced in Cantonese as /ng3/ and /yi6/ 
respectively. These are often misrecognized dud to their low energies. Fur-
thermore, their visemes look similar —both have a slightly open li^  shape. 
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Text input 
CT^^V^^^ / Emo— / 
^^^^ , ^^ j weight input j 
Decompose die ^ ^ 
^ s y l l a b l e to “phoneme,^^^ 
/" ' ' 'Calculate the duration 
each "phoneme” ^ ^ 
CMap to IPA symbol a n d " ^ 
get the viseme m o d e l s ^ ^ 
cd^^^^encrate visemes 
/ " " " H c n d visemes models a n a * ^ 
emotion models ^ ^ 
^^ .^•-^ ^^^acial a n i m a t i o n y ^ ^ 
Figure 5.8: The overall flow about text to audiovisual speech. 
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Error rates (%) 
Substitution Deletion Insertion Accuracy 
Voice only 3.1% 14.7% 1.6% 80.6% 
Voice with faco 4.8% 3.4% 2.8% 89.0% 
Table 5.3: Results of the user perception experiments. 
When the synthetic face is included, we observe a slight increase in substitu-
tion errors. This is caused by substitutions between ‘5’ and '2'. The signifi-
cant decrease in deletion errors is predominantly due to better perception of 
'5' when the viseme is included. The slight increase in substitution errors is 
clue to the insertion of '2' at the end of the digit string - a slight smile in the 
talking face at the end of the utterance misled the subjects to believe that the 
viseme for '2' was realized. 
5.4 Applications and Extension 
5.4.1 Mul t i l ingua l Extension and Potential Applications 
As mentioned previously, we have implemented a TTVS model that involves 
mapping the LSHK annotation convention for Cantonese syllable initials and 
finals to the TPA symbols. Many of the visemes thus derived from Cantonese 
can be used for other Chinese dialects. An example is illustrated for Man-
darin Chinese. Table 5.4 shows examples of mapping Mandarin syllable ini-
tials/finals to TPA symbols and their corresponding viseme number. Anal-
ogous mapping processes can be applied to other languages to extend the 
facial animation in our TTVS system to other languages. As a demonstration, 
we have generated the I PA phonetic sequences from the lyrics of four songs 
(in Cantonese, Mandarin, Japanese and English respectively) and then derive 
the viseme sequence (with timing information) for real-time facial animation. 
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Hence in addition to TTVS in Cantonese, the virtual character LinLin can sing 
in the four different languages. The TTVS system supports some special effects 
such as snowing abd moving background so as to perform better during singing. 
Users can interact with LinLin and have a try on several potential applications 
(including news reporter, air-ticket booking and English-to-Chinese machine 
translation) through the user interface as shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. A 
video demonstration of the potential applications and different languages is 
available at http://www.se.ciihk.edii.hk/TTVS. 
Mandarin pronunciation symbol IPA symbol Viseme label 
/b/，/p/，/m/ /P/，/P7 N 
/d/’ N /t/’ /ty /t/ 
— /g/，/k/ M , /kV /k/ — 
Table 5.4: Example mappings between IPA and Mandarin sub-syllable structures. 
5.5 Talking Head in Multi-modal Dialogue System 
The requirement of a TTVS system in multi-modal dialogue system is different 
from a virtual performer. For example, LinLin used the graphical processing 
unit (GPU)3, to support some special effects such as snowing and the moving 
background. The G P U requires special display card so the choice of system 
platform is limited to the computer with such graphic card (i.e. mainly desktop 
computer). Since the multi-modal dialogue system may be used in different 
devices such as Tablet PC, we need to reduce the computation power of new 
talking head, Windy and make it possible to be used on Tablet PC. We have 
removed those special effects in Windy so that GPU is not a must for it. Ta-
ble 5.5 shows the comparison between LinLin and Windy. We have applied 
^GPU Definition, http://www.isprank.com/Glossaxy/GPU.html 
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WKmEmKM 
S B f i B 
「T«xtToSpMch 在 Tnikditkm — -j pMvttbnediaSyilN&Deino 
_____ AWtw Tiekstbf Sytltm A 
⑴ 丨 I 、^ 
TT^_I 春 : : . . . . I > ^ 1 ^ ^ I (IM^ 
Figure 5.9: Left hand side of the user interface. Users can input Chinese text in (1) 
and LinLin will speak it out. Users can have a try on different potential applications 
such as nftwa reporter and booking ticket through] (2). 
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Figure S.lOi Right hand size! of the user interface. Users control the weights of 
expression (smile and worry) through] control bar (3). Users can request TjnLin to 
sing in different languages through (4). The buttons for the system controllers such 
as loading model and full screeni display with (5). Users can play the snowing effect 
through 処 
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the animation and integration techniques of LinLin into Windy for providing 
multi-modal dialogue system. Windy supports vocal and non-verbal commu-
nication such as prosody and non-vocal-non-verbal communication like head 
nod. 
LinLin Windy 
Purpose Virtual performer Talking head in 
multi-modal dialogue system 
Device LinLin can use Must be operated in the platform of 
any platform multi-modal dialogue system running 
Function Focus on lip- Need to support more expressions 
movement such as emphasis, head nod and shake 
Table 5.5: A comparison between the requirement of a TTVS system in the appli-
cations of virtual performer and multi-modal dialogue system. 
5.5.1 Prosody 
C U V O C A L has been updated after the development of LinLin and has been 
used in Windy. The new CU V O C A L supports the use of Speech Synthesis 
Markup Language (SSML) [63] [59] and there is no change in its output format. 
SSML falls below the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard^ SSML 
is a XML-based markup language and aims to provide a standard way to 
control aspects of speech such as volume, pitch, rate, etc. 
W e can control the presentation of speech to emphasize something using 
the tag of〈emphasis〉in SSML. W e can input the spcech content with SSML 
tags to C U V O C A L and use its output to drive the animation. For some 
named entity, which may lead to ambiguation or difficult to recognize, we can 
4 World Wide Web Consortium http://w\vw.w3c.org 
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explicitly slow down the speaking rate by the tag of <prosody rate='x-slow'>. 
Table 5.6 shows a dialogue to illustrate the usage of SSML in CU VOCAL. 
User 1:夜晚有邊個地方好玩? 
System 1:我會建議你去〈emphasis level=‘strong,〉蘇豪〈/emphasis〉. 
User 2:蘇聚係邊到呢? 
System 2:蘇聚位K<prosody rate二‘x-slow’>士丹利街及伊利近街一帶 
</prosody >. 
Table 5.6: An example shows the use of SSML in CU VOCAL. We want to emphasize 
the focus, i.e. the suggested attraction name, in System 1. We also slow down 
the speaking rate to ensure that users can recognizc the street names correctly in 
System 2. 
5.5.2 Body Gesture 
Human may show agreement and disagreement with head nod and head shake. 
Therefore, we add a head nod model and two head shake models (turn left and 
turn right) so as to simulate the actions of head nod and head shake in Windy. 
The animation technique of head nod and head shake is the same as the one 
used to express smile or worry in LinLin. We can control the blending weights 
of the models to achieve different levels of expression as shown in Figures 5.11 
and 5.12 
5.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter describes our work on TTVS systems to support multi-modal 
presentation. LinLin can generate highly natural synthetic speech that is pre-
cisely time-synchronized with a real-time 3D face rendering. Our Cantonese 
TTVS system utilizes a home-grown Cantonese syllable-based concatenative 
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text-to-speech system named CU VOCAL. This chapter describes the exten-
sion of C U V O C A L to output syllable labels and durations that correspond 
to the output acoustic wave file. The syllables are decomposed and their ini-
tials/finals mapped to their nearest IPA symbols that correspond to static 
viseme models. W e have also defined two static face models that correspond 
to emotions. In order to achieve 3D face rendering, we have designed and im-
plemented a blending technique that computes the linear combinations of the 
static face models to effect smooth transitions in between models. We have 
demonstrated that this design and implementation of a TTVS system can 
achieve real-time performance. In tonel language (e.g. Mandarin and Can-
tonese), the lip position will be affected by different tone [64]. However, tone 
are mainly converyed by recognizing the vibrating frequencies of the larynx 
65]. To simplify the T T V S system, we do not consider the tone effect on lip. 
Although there is no consideration on the tone effect, the TTVS system still 
can improve the user perception by providing the synchronized lip movements. 
Moreover, we adopt the animation and integration techniques from LinLin to 
Windy. The focus of Windy is to support the usage in multi-modal dialogue 
system. W e have used SSML annotations on Windy so that it is able to ex-
press in different ways. Windy is able to present agreement and disagreement 
through head nod and head shake. 
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nod ^ ^ H H j ^ ^ H n e a d 
an ima t i on^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^H animation 
Figure 5.11: Anl graphical illustration of head nod of Windy. The animation is 
started from the top to the bottom photo and then in reverse direction to back to 
the normal state. 
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Figure 5.12: Ad graphical illustration of head shake oT Windy. Windy Shakes her 
head from normal state to the left and then go to the right to present a disagreement. 
Chapter 6 
Modality Selection and 
Implementation 
An efficient communication relies on suitable choice of modalities. The study 
in Chapter 4 has shown that different intentions (task goals and dialog acts), 
information types and modality combinations will affect the selection of modal-
ities. In this chaptcr, we have selected some multi-modal responses to illustrate 
the importance of modality selection. Principles have been defined based on 
the observation. According on the principles and the knowledge of human be-
havior on modality selection from Chapter 4, we have developed some heuristic 
rules to perform modality selection. The temporal coordination, physical lay-
out and the use of deictic term are considered. Finally, we have implemented 
a preliminary system to demonstrate the multi-modal response generation. 
6.1 Multi-modal Response Examples 
In Chapter d, we found that INFORM and SUGGEST in ASK_ATTRACTION 
use multiple modalities more frequently. In the top five dialog acts in 
ASK_ATTRACTION, there are 170 multi-modal responses out of 333 re-
112 
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sponscs. INFORM and S U G G E S T include 156 multi-modal responses (91.8%). 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarize the information. 
Uni-modal responses 163 response turns 
Multi-modal responses 170 response turns 
Total 333 responses turns 
Table 6.1: The distribution of uni-modal and multi-modal responses in 
ASK_ATTRACTION task goal. 
INFORM 102 response turns 
SUGGEST 54 response turns 
Other dialog acts 14 response turns 
Total 170 response turns 
Table 6.2: The distribution of dialog acts in multi-modal responses with 
ASK_ATTRACTION task goal. 
Locative information, descriptive information and physical object informa-
tion also prefer the use of multiple modalities. Therefore, we focus on the 
combinations of these two dialog acts and three information types. We will 
examine responses with single conccpt-value and multiple concept-values to-
gether with the same or different information types in this section. Table 6.3 
shows the distribution of different number of concept-values. 
6.1.1 Single Concept-value Example 
The simplest multi-modal response only includes one concept-value. An ex-
ample is shown in Table 6.4, in which the location of SoHo is the only concept-
value. 
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Number of concept-value Number of response turns 
0 11 (5.6%) 
1 58 (29.6%) 
2 54 (27.6%) 
3 37 (18.9%) 
4 25 (12.8%) 
5 5 (2.5%) 
6 2 (1.0%) 
7 4 (2.0%) 
Total 196 
Table 6.3: The distribution of the number of concept-values in responses with IN-
FORM or SUGGEST dialog act and ASK-ATTRACTION task goal. Responses 
with zero concept-value means the response only contains some backchannel mes-
sage such as 'Emm..' 
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"user 1: 個景點蘇褒(SoHo�係邊度架？ 
System 1:就f輕度[Show the SoHo map] [Circling the area] 
Central V a m ^ ' J；^^ 麗置 
Polic« Station •J^ HSG 
I \ 二 
Tahlfi 6.4: An example of a response with one concept-value, i.e. the location of 
SQHCL 
(Fifiure) System uses la red circle to inform where tthe attraction is and indicates the 
physical boundary in System 1. 
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Figure 6.1: (Left) The original) map of Yau M a Tei and Mongkok twith a focus on 
the Tin Han Temple. There is an icon on map which indicate the exact location of 
the temple. (Right) Wei can use a point (lime in color) to refer to the temple on 
map as the icon has jalready shown the exact location of the temple. 
Althougl^ it is simple, it is the most frequently occurred case in I N F O R M 
and S U G G E S T dialog acts (29.6% of all responses in these to dialog acts only 
include one concept-value). The difficulty to handle the example in Table 6.4 
is not in the selection bf map but the decision of usin^ pointing or circling 
as supplementary modality. The attraction SoHo is an area which covers 
several streets. As it does not have very clear physical boundary on map, it is 
necessary to ose circling rather than pointing to identify the physical boundary 
to the user. The opposite example is a building. This is because a building 
oil m a p has a clear physical boundary. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate with and 
without clear physical boundary. 
6.1.2 Two Poncept-valuesj with Different Information Types 
W h e n tlierd are two different information types in one response, the situation 
will be more complexj Since the task goal is ASK-ATTRACTION, physical 
object information such as building is usually used to represent an attraction. 
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-秦-遍m 
Figure 6.2: (Left) Part of the map of Central with, a focus qd the SoHo. (Middle) 
Lime lines in the middle indicated the streets included in SoHo area. It shows that 
the S q H q is an area and does not have a clear boundary indicated on map. (Right) 
W e can use a circle to roughly outline the area of SoHo. 
A response may provide the location or description as supplementary informa-
tion. Table 6.5 shows that a response with a building which is physical object 
information and the history of the building which is descriptive information. 
It shows that the selected modality fori individual concept-value may cause 
some unnecessary redundancy in Tniilti-mftHia. information. It is because Uie 
U R L already included the photo. The difficulty is the selection of a combi-
nation of modality which minimize the unnecessary multi-media information 
redundancy. 
The selected modality may scramble for the visual space. The modality 
selection needs to decide which modality should be used to satisfy the visual 
space constraint. Table 6.6 shows an example which includes locative infor-
mation and also physical object information. 
6.1.3 Multiple Concept-values with Same Information Types Ex-
ample 
A response may include several concept-values that belong to the same infor-
mation type. This is common for multiple attractions because the task goal 
is A S K - A T T R A C T I O N . For example, system suggests several museums to a 
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User 1: 有邊::的富有歷史特色的景點？ 
System 1:我建議你去鐘樓(the Clock Tower).哩個網頁上[Show the URL with 
history and photograph of the Clock Towerj 就有相關的資料.請蹄. 
ngtono.co»n/WvwnAouringyN<fctetrtcts/ta_dist_ytmkl. jhtml 
T 
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Table 6.5: An example of avoiding unnecessary redundancy in Tmilt.i-media, infor-
mation. The response replies a histnrir.a.1 building with it召 history. W e prefer to 
show the photograph for the building to illustrate what it is and show an UR.L to 
provide Ithe historical information. The URL has already included tthe photograph 
of the historical building. W e will not show another photograph, as it will be an 
unnecessary redundancy^ 
(Figure) A screen capture of the URL of the Clock Tower as shown in System 1. 
The Clock Tower history and a photograph were shown inl an URL. The wizard 
shows this URLI to the user at the time of suggestion of the Clock flower. 
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"user 1: 旺角附近好似有個廟架.唔知佢係邊度呢？ 
System 1 ： 我估你所指的係天后廟(Tin Hau Temple).佢係哩度[Show the map of 
Tin Hau Temple] 
Table 6.6: An example of scrambling of visual space. The response replied with 
the temple name and location. We usually show the photograph to illustrate how 
the temple looks like. However, there is not enough visual space to show a photo-
graph and a map. Since the user explicitly asks about the location, we give up the 
photograph and show the map only, 
user. The response will also cause the scrambling of visual space as shown in 
Table 6.7. 
User 1: 香港有邊:的博物館値得我去？ ~ ~ 
System 1: 我介紹你去香港文化博物館Ph 0W the photograph of the Hong Kong 
Heritage Museum],香港海防博物館丨Show the photograph of the Hong Kong 
Museum of Coastal Defence],香港藝術館[Show the photograph of the 
Hong Kong Museum of Art],香港歷史博物館[Show the photograph of the 
Hong Kong Museum of History]，香港科學館，香港太空館.你需唔需蹄埋 
其他博物館的相片？ 
Table 6.7: An example of suggesting multiple attractions. The response suggests 
six major museums listed on the Discover Hong Kong website. Although we want 
to show the photograph of cach museum, the visual space is not enough. 
6.2 Heuristic Rules for Modality Selection 
After observing the response patterns in multi-modal responses, we have de-
fined a set of principles for modality selection. 
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6.2.1 General Principles 
Chapter 4 shows that each information type has its own preferences for differ-
ent modalities. Descriptive information, like history or abstraction, usually in 
textual form and URL is more suitable. Table 6.5 has illustrated the using of 
UR L for history. Therefore, we define the principle of modality preference as: 
Principle of Modality Preference: 
Choose the most preferable modality for each information type if possible 
Modality preference only consider single modality but not the combination. 
However, in some causes, we need to choose more modalities. For map, we use 
circling to define an area when there is not any explicit physical boundary 
(refer to Figure 6.2). W e need to clearly tell where is the area. We call this 
principle as prcciscncss: 
Principle of Preciseness: 
Sharply define the reference's physical boundary. 
Sclcction of more modalities does not mean that it would be better. Con-
ciseness response is always preferred. As shown in Table 6.5, unnecessary 
multi-media information should be avoided. Concise also means using a few 
words to present the same response. One practical example is the long address, 
we can use a map with a deictic term rather than speak out the long address. 
Therefore, we come up with the third principle as: 
Principle of Conciseness: 
Minimize the ust of words and unnecessary multi-media information. 
W e need to consider that a response can achieve its communication goal or 
not. The conccpt-value in focus is the most important information to achieve 
the communication goal. For example, when the response's communication 
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goal is providing the location of an attraction, the concept-value in focus should 
be its address. When there is a modality conflict (e.g. not enough visual 
space), the concept-value in focus should take the most preferable modality 
first. Similarly, more important information should have higher priority on 
modality selection. The importance is necessary to be defined in the input of 
modality selection. Therefore, we summarize the principle of focus as follow: 
Principle of Focus: 
First priority of modality selection is giving to the concept-value in focus 
and then other important concept-value(s). 
W e also need to consider the visual space constraint. The visual space 
of an user interface is always limited. It is impossible to show a large map 
and also show three large photographs on screen at the same time. The visual 
space constraint forces us to select a modality combination to satisfy the visual 
space. Together with considation of the principle of focus, we can make a right 
modality selection to satisfy the visual space constraint. 
6.2.2 Heuristic rules 
Based on above principles, we have defined a set of domain specific heuristic 
rules. The rules consider the principles as mentioned before, the knowledge 
from Chapter 4 and some practical considerations. We will explain them one 
by one. W e consider modality preference and have three rules. We present 
them in Table 6.8. In locative information (row two and three), according 
to the knowledge from Chapter 4, speech only is the most preferable one. 
However, we need to consider that the visitors do not know where is Mongkok 
(a district in Hoiig Kong) (Practical consideration). Therefore, we always 
choose the second most preferable modality which is map. Moreover, according 
to the principle of preciseness, we choose circling to indicate an area when no 
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explicit physical boundary of the location can be found. The existing physcial 
boundary of a location is determined manually and stored into a database. 
Chapter 4 has already shown that when there is descriptive information, we 
should use U R L for long description and show in row four. As mentioned 
before, we use a threshold of four characters to distinguish between long and 
short description according to the expert perference. In row six, we always 
show photograph to make the response becoming more interesting. 
Information type Map and Map and Url Photo- Spccch 
Pointing Circling graph only 
Locative information ^J 
with physcial boundary 
Locative information sj 
without physcial boundary 
Long descrptive information \J 
(>four Chinese characters) 
Short descriptive information \l 
Physical object information \l 
Table 6.8: The information and modality matrix for modality preference. Rows two 
and three are from rule one. Rows four and five are from rule two. The last row is 
from rule three. 
The redundant multi-media information should be eliminated according to 
the principle of conciseness. Therefore, we have rule four to keep conciseness 
as shown in Table 6.9. 
As mention before, we follow the principle of focus to select modality in 
rule five (Table 6.10) so as to satisfy the visual space constraint. Since we 
cannot display all multi-media information (e.g. the attraction photograph) 
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Rule 4: 
If selected URL includes photograph of the same concept-value, 
Choose the selected URL only (Conciseness) 
Table 6.9: The heuristic rules to keep conciseness. 
on the limited visual space, we will tell the user that there are other related 
multi-media remained and has not been shown yet. He/she can decide to look 
at them or not as another request. 
Rule 5: 
If there is no visual spacc, (Visual space constraint) 
Keep the selected modality for information in focus but (Focus) 
Choose speech only for the less important information one by one 
Until the visual space constraint is satisfied. 
Ask user want to have more information or not. 
Table 6.10: The heuristic rules for visual spacc constraint and focus. 
The heuristic rules need to be adapted to different task goals and dialog 
acts. This is because different possible concepts (e.g. in ASK_TOUR task goal, 
tour name will be a possible concept that will not occur in ASK_ATTRACTION 
task goal). However, we still need to consider the four principles that we have 
mentioned before. 
6.2.3 Temporal Coordination for Synchronization 
For temporal coordination, map (with pointing or circling) and photograph 
should be shown at the same time of the spoken reference. Due to the practical 
necessary, U R L needs some loading time (around one second even used buffer). 
As the aim is to complete loading at the same time of the spoken reference is 
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Spoken content and temporal 
relatioiiship among modalities Present to \iser 
> User interface • 
S poken content Timirtg infonnation 
1 r 
TTS S3?stem 
Figure 6.3: The flow to get the timing information of each modalities. 
spoken out. W e start to load the URL a little bit before the time of the spoken 
reference. Figure 6.3 illustrates the flow about getting the timing information 
of each modalities. W e send the spoken content, the relationship between 
reference and modality to the user interface. The user interface sends the 
spoken content to TTS system and get the timings of different modalities. 
Then, the user interface presents all information. 
6.2.4 Physical Layout 
For the physical layout, one of the problems is how to know that visual space 
is enough or not. The visual space constraint is closely related to the im-
plementation of the user interface. To simplify the checking of visual space 
constraint, we quantify the space needed for different modalities in Table 6.11. 
The total available visual space is set to one. We find that a map is often large 
so the spacc need is one also. For URL, we set to 0.5 to reflect the ability of 
scroll down the web browser to read the content by users. For photograph, we 
set to 0.25 for each and we scale down the large photograph if necessary. 
Although this quantification is an ad hoc setting and implementation-
orientation, the setting can still reflect the usual usage of space for differ-
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Total screen space 1.0 
Screen spacc using by map 1,0 
Screen space using by URL 0.5 
Screcn space using by photograph 0.25 
Table 6.11: The quantified spacc using for different modality. 
ent modalities. W e have built a task-dependent multi-media database. The 
database labeled with the information that whether a locative information has 
an explicit physical boundary or not on the map. The relative coordinates of 
pointing or circling of map will also be stored in the multi-media database. 
Moreover, the database stores the association URL of description and photo-
graph included in an URL. 
6.2.5 Deictic Term 
Deictic term has been commonly used in the spoken content. When we refer 
to the study in Chapter 4, deictic terms are preferred by URL and speech 
combination. W e will only use deictic term if there is one URL in the response 
but not multiple urls. This is because we try to avoid any mis-understand when 
user resolves the deictic term. For the modalities combination with map, we 
will use deictic term to indicate the pointing or circling on map. 
6.2.6 Example 
W e apply the heuristic rules to determine suitable modalities for given re-
sponse semantic frame (Table 6.12). A semantic frame includes the task goal, 
dialog act and concepts with textual values. The first column in Table 6.12 
is intention and concept. The second column is their corresponding value(s). 
The numeric value at the beginning of a concept-value is the importance of the 
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value where one is the most important (focusing) value. If we select multiple 
modalities, the related multi-media will be retrieved from the database. After 
that, we determine the use of deictic term giving selected modalities. 
Response Semantic Frame 
Task-goal: AS K_ATTR ACTION 
Dialog_act: SUGGEST 
Attraction—description: 2_見證了香港及九龍半島… 
Building: 1_ 鐘樓 
Expected response 
我介紹你去鈍樓.相關的資料就係哩個網頁上丨show the Clock Tower URL]. 
Table 6.12: Examples of response semantic frame. 
The building concept is a kind of physical object information. The attrac-
tion description is a kind of descriptive information and the number of Chinese 
characters is more than four. According the Table 6.8, we choose photograph 
for building and U R L for attraction description. 
W e retrieve the building's photograph and the URL included the attraction 
description fro multi-media database. W e find that the URL already included 
the building's photograph. According to the rule four, we modify the modality 
choice of building from photograph to speech only. Next, we check the visual 
space using. W e only need 0.5 (one URL) which is less than 1.0. Rule five will 
not be fired. 
W e need to determine using deictic term or not for the URL about attrac-
tion description. Since only one U R L will be shown in this response, deictic 
term will be used for the attraction description concept. 
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6.3 Spoken Content Generation 
W e have developed a preliminary system to generate the response so as to 
demonstrate how to realize a multi-modal response. As mentioned before, 
our focus is the ASK_ATTRACTION task goal with two dialog acts that 
are INFORM and SUGGEST, and three information types including locative, 
descriptive and physical object information. We get. the selected modalities, 
multi-media information and using deictic term or not from before process. 
Then, we create a sequence of words to present the response using a set of 
spoken content generation templates and deictic term generation templates. 
W e have made reference to Yip [54] to design the spoken content generation 
templates a.s shown in Table 6.13. Each spoken content generation template 
may include one or more verbalization options (separate by a vertical bar). We 
select one of them randomly to make the response to be more interesting. 
Each verbalization option includes specified concept (denoted by '#'). In 
a multi-modal response, we may use deictic term which is not included in Yip 
54]. Therefore, we extended the work and designed deictic term generation 
templates as shown in Table 6.14. If the concept does not use any deictic term, 
its value should be obtained from the response semantic frame. Otherwise, the 
value should refer to its corresponding deictic term generation templates. The 
letters 'w', and W stand for URL, photograph and map respectively. For 
example, when the ATTRACTION—DESCRIPTION is presented by URL and 
decided to use deictic term, the deictic term generation template ATTRAC-
TION_DESCRIPTION will be selected. The words that associate with 'w' will 
be selected (‘哩個網頁上，). 
A set of template selection rules are developed to select suitable templates 
an shown in Table 6.15. As shown in Table 6.7, we need to handle multiple 
conccpt-valucs. Therefore, we fire some selection rules continuously for han-
dling the various number of concept-values. More than one template selection 
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Spoken Content Generation Templates: 
Template label: SUGGEST—BUILDING 
Template contents: 我介紹你去<#BUILDING>|不如你去<#81；11^)顶0>. 
Template label: MORE_BUILDING 
Template contents: ，<#BUILDING>. 
Template label: PROVIDE_DESCRIPTION_DEICTIC 
Template coiilenis: 相關的資料就係 <#ATTRACTION_DESCRIPTION>. 
|<#ATTRACTION_DESCRIPTION>就有相關的資料. 
Template label: PROVIDE—DESCRIPTION 
Template contents: 這個景點 <#ATTRACTION_DESCRIPTION〉. 
Table 6.13: Examples of spoken content generation templates. 
Deictic Term Generation Templates: 
Template label: BUILDING 
Template content: (w,p):哩個建築物，m:哩到 
Template label: ATTRACTION-DESCRIPTION 
Template content: w:哩個網頁上，p:哩副相，m:哩張地圖上 
Table 6.14： Examples of deictic term generation templates. 
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rules will be fired if they are satisfied. 
Response Dialog State: ASK_ATTRACTTON, SUGGEST 
Templates selection rules Selected templates 
Concept BUILDING present SUGGESTJBUILDING 
Concept BUILDING with different values MORE—BUILDING 
present (repeat this rule until no more 
BUILDING values) 
Conccpt ATTRACTIONJDESCRIPTION PROVIDE_DESCRIPTIONJDEICTIC 
present and using deictic term 
Concept ATTRACTION-DESCRIPTION PROVIDE—DESCRIPTION 
present and not using deictic term 
Table 6.15: Examples to illustrate template selection. 
W e illustrate the spoken content generation in Table 6.16 for the given 
response semantic frame in Table 6.12. 
6.4 Chapter Summary 
Tn this chapter, we have presented several examples which required the use of 
multiple modalities. We generalize some principles including Modality Pref-
erence, Preciseness, Conciseness and Focus. Heuristic rules are developed 
for multi-modal response generation implementation purpose. A preliminary 
system is developed to show the generation of multi-modal responses. We 
have borrowed the idea from Yip [54] and extended it to capable of generating 
suitable deictic term in the system developed. 
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After applying the heuristic rules and determine the use of deictic term(s) 
Concept: BUILDING, Selected modality: Speech only, Using deictic: No 
Concept： ATTRACTION—DESCRIPTION, Selected modality: Url, 
Using deictic: Yes 
Response Dialog State: ASK_ATTRACTION, SUGGEST 
Associated Spoken Content Generate Templates (Excerpt): 
Option 1: SUGGEST_BUILDING 
Option 2: MORE-BUILDING 
Option 3: PROVIDE_DESCRIPTION_DEICTIC 
Option 4: PROVIDE—DESCRIPTION 
Template Sclcction Condition 1: Concept Building present 
Selected Template: SUGGESTJBUILDING 
Template Selection Condition 3: Concept ATTRACTIONJDESCRIPTION 
present and using deictic term 
Sclcctcd Template: PROVIDE_DESCRIPTIONJDEICTIC 
Sclcctcd Deictic Term Generation Template's content: 哩個網頁上 
Generated Response: 
我介紹你去鐘樓.相關的資料就係哩個網頁上 
[show the URL of the Clock Tower] 
Table 6.16: Illustration of spoken content generation templates and deictic term 
generation templates selection process. The URL will be shown at the same time of 
corresponding deictic term is spoken out. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Summary 
In this thesis, we have described the preliminary development of a multi-modal 
response generation in the Hong Kong tourism domain. The multi-media in-
formation required appropriate use of multi-modal to convey a message ef-
fectively. W e have collected a corpus of multi-modal dialogues Wizard-of-Oz 
setup so as to understand human behavior on multi-modal response. Our 
study is based re-designed responses by an expert. The finding included iden-
tification of some preferable multi-modal combinations. URL with speech and 
any modalities combination including map prefer the use of deictic term. IN-
F O R M and SUGGEST dialog acts in ASK_ATTRACTION task goal prefer 
the use of multi-modal. Locative, descriptive and physical object information 
prefer the use of multiple modalities. 
W e have increased the expressive power of computer by developing a text-
to-audiovisual speech (TTVS) system, LinLin. LinLin is a real-time Cantonese 
TTVS system. W e investigated the real-time facial animation techniques using 
blending proccss among several static viseme models. LinLin included the 
audio-visual synchronization tcchniqucs using linear interpolation to control 
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the facial animation by acoustic signal. W e found that the TTVS system can 
improve the accuracy in user perception experiment from 80.6% to 89.0%. 
W e want to further increase the computer expressive power. Therefore, an 
extension system of LinLin has been developed to support acoustic expression, 
head nod and shake. 
W e selected some typical multi-modal response examples, that cover most 
of the cases of multi-modal responses, and see how to select suitable modalities 
to convey the message. W e define four principles that are modality preference, 
prccisencss, conciseness and focus. Based on the principles and study from 
collected multi-modal responses, we have designed five heuristic rules to select 
modalities. A preliminary system, including the talking head Windy, has been 
implemented to demonstrate the generation of multi-modal responses. 
7.2 Contributions 
In this thesis, the following contributions are made to the research area of 
multi-modal response generation: 
• In the multi-modal dialogue collection, we have found: 
-Several some preferable multi-modal combinations. For example, 
map usually occurs with mouse gesture, URL and photo are fewer, 
- T h e use of deictic terms is depending on the modalities combina-
tions. The modalities combinations including URL and specch, or 
map and other modalities, prefer to use deictic terms, 
- T h e use of multiple modalities will frequently occur in the task goal 
of ASK_ATTRACTION together with the dialog acts SUGGEST 
and INFORM, 
- T h e use of multi-modal responses will frequently occur in locative, 
descriptive and physical object information. 
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• In the TTVS area, we have designed and implemented a real-time Can-
tonese TTVS system capable to: 
—Provide a method to perform a real-time facial animation with blend-
ing technique, 
-Provide a method to generate synthetic audio-visual speech, 
-Extend to support multi-modal response generation. 
• In the modality selection, we have designed some heuristic rules to handle 
the most common multi-modal responses with the considerations on: 
-Modality Preference: Choose the most preferable modality for each 
information type if possible, 
-Preciseness: Sharply define the reference boundary, 
-Conciseness: Minimize the use of words and unnecessary multi-
media information, 
-Focus: First priority of modality selection is giving to the concept-
value in focus and then other important concept-value, 
-Visual space constraint of the user interface. 
• A preliminary system has implemented based on the TTVS techniques 
and heuristic rules mentioned above. 
W e have developed the TTVS techniques to provide a tool to maximize the 
expressive power which is the original thesis goal. We cover the re-designed 
responses to design the guidelines of modality selection in the Hong Kong 
tourism domain. Both of them contribute to the thesis goal. 
7.3 Future work 
Deeper understanding of human behavior on multi-modal responses is neces-
sary for simulating human-like multi-modal response. The work listed below 
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need to be done to support the understanding of human behavior: 
• Developing an automatic annotation tool 
The current dialogues collected are annotated manually so it. is very time 
consuming to perform annotation. A tool should be developed to reduce 
the human effort on annotation. 
• Exploring the annotated data 
Many knowledge still hide in the collected multi-model response. For 
example, Oviatt [55] defined nine temporal relations between modalities. 
Do all modality combinations have the same temporal relations? Can 
we observe the same modality usage pattern in other task goals? Will 
there any difference between the redesigned responses by two different 
experts? 
• Studying the expression in multi-modal data 
The expert in the multi-modal response collection used many facial ex-
pressions and emphasis. It is an interesting task to know when the facial 
expression or emphasis should be used. Since our TTVS system can sup-
port some facial expressions and emphasis, we can simple incorporate the 
founding into the current TTVS system. 
W e can further improve the multi-modal response generation system by 
improving the expressive power of computer. Several improvements are: 
• Incorporating the tone information in TTVS system. 
According t.o Hoole [66], tone three in Mandarin shows a different tongue, 
jaw and head position with other tone. In our TTVS system, we do 
not consider any tonal effect on the talking head. More prccise facial 
expression can be generated with the consideration on the tonal effect. 
• Importing skeleton to Windy 
In computer animation, if a model includes a skeleton model, all vertices 
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will associate to the skeleton. In order to move a finger to point some-
thing, W e can move the related bones only. Then, the vertices associated 
with it will be changcd accordingly. The skeleton allows us to have more 
body gestures in multi-modal dialogue system. 
• Using human face photo as a texture 
W e can incorporate a human face photo on the talking head model to 
improve the realization of TTVS system. However, facial adaption is 
necessary before mapping of a human face photo. Facial adaption means 
that modify the genesis face to fit on a specific human shape. Moreover, 
the voice need to fit the adapted face to increase the realistic [67]. We 
do not expect a young lady face will have a low masculine voice. 
Our ultimate goal is to build a multi-modal dialogue system. A multi-modal 
dialogue system includes different task goals. The next step is generalizing the 
modality selection to various task goals. One possible way as follows: 
• Improving the modality selection by lattice searching 
Modality choices and concepts can form a matrix. We have already dis-
covered some probabilities among information typo, intention and modal-
ity. It is possible to use them fus the cost, for lattice searching. However, 
we need to understand how the cost related to the probabilities. 
Spoken content generation is very important before generation of a multi-
modal response because most responses include more or less spoken content. 
Therefore, reduction of the manual work on generating spoken content and im-
proveineiit of the quality of spoken content are necessary. Therefore, possible 
work in this direction includes: 
• Generating the spoken content generation templates automatically 
Our preliminary system only includes a few numbers of spoken content 
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generation templates. Hand design all necessary templates is nearly im-
possible and time consuming. Some statistical approaches in text gener-
ation can help to write the necessary templates. 
• Investigating the use of anaphoric reference 
Anaphora is the use of a pronoun instead of repeating a word. It can 
increase the conciseness of response by reducing the repeated content. 
Currently, we have not fully utilized the use of anaphora. It is possible 
to improve the template-based approach for spoken content to support 
the use of anaphora. 
Our preliminary system is only a part of multi-modal dialogue system. In 
order to handle multi-modal input, we should integrate a miilti-mocial input 
understanding system and dialogue manager to understand user's request and 
manage the flow of conversation. 
Appendix A 
XML Schema for M3 Markup 
Language 
<?xrnl versions“1.0” encodings“UTF-8’，?> 
<xs :scheiTia xmlns:xs= "http://www.w3.org/2001 /XMLSchema" 
clcmcntFormDcfault= "qualified" attributeFormDefaiilt二"unqualified" > 
<xs:element name="M3ML" > 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref= "group" maxOccurs:"unbounded” /> 
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<xs:element name= "group" > 
<xs: coinplexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element rcf="scqucnce" maxOccurs= "unbounded" /> 
<xs:element ref= "interpretation" maxOccurs= "unbounded" /> 
</xs: sequence > 
</xs:complexType> 
</xs:eleinent> 
<xs:elernent name= "sequence" > 
<xs:complexType> 
<xs:sequence> 
<xs:element ref= "group" maxOccurs= "unbounded" /> 
<xs:element rcf= "interpretation" maxOccurs= "unbounded" /> 
</xs: sequence > 
< / xs:complexType> 
</xs:eleinent> 
<xs:element name= "interpretation" > 
< xs: complexTy pe > 
<xs: sequence > 
<xs:element ref= "content" maxOccurs= "unbounded" /> 
</xs:sequence> 
<xs:attribute name=“id” type=“xs:string” use= "required" /> 
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<xs:attribute name= "medium" > 
<xa:simpleType> 
<xs:restriction base=“xs:string” > 
<xs:enumeration value= "acoustic" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "tactile" /> 




<xs:attribute name= "mode" use= "required" > 
<xs:simplcTypc> 
<xs:restriction base="xs:string" > 
<xs:enuineration value= "speech" /> 
<xs:enumeration vahie= "pointing" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "circling" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "highlight" /> 
<xs:enuineration valiie= "blinking'" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "webpage" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "photo" /> 




<xs:attribute name= "start" type="xs:integer" /> 
<xs:attribute name= "duration" type="xs:intcger" /> 
<xs:attribute name= "time-ref-iiri" type= "xstanyURI''' /> 
<xs:attribute name= “offset-to-start” type="xs:integer" /> 
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<xs:attribute namo= "timc-ref-anchor" default= "start" > 
<xs:simpleType> 
<xs:restriction base="xs:string" > 
<xs:enumeration value= "start" /> 
<xs:enumeration value:“end” /> 
</xs:restriction> 
< / xs:siinpleType> 
</xs:attribute> 
<xs:attribute name= "semantic-to-start" > 
<xs:simpleType> 
<xs:restriction base="xs:string" > 
<xs:etiumeration value= "just-before" /> 




<xs:attribute name= "semantic-to-duration" > 
<xs:simpleType> 
<xs:restriction basc="xs:string" > 
<xs:enumeration value= "same-duration" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "longer" /> 




<xs:attribute name= "self-x-coordinate" type="xs:integer" /> 
<xs:attribute name: “self-y-coordinate” type:“xs:integer” /> 
<xs:attribute namo= "coordinate-ref-iiri" type= "xs:anyURP /> 
<xs:attribute name= "x-offset-locate" type="xs:iTiteger" /> 
<xs:attribute name= "y-offsot-locate" type="xs:integer" /> 
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<xs:attribute namc= "coordinate-ref-anchor" > 
<xs:sirapleType> 
<xs:restriction base=“xs:string，，> 
<xs:enumeration value= "top-left" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "top.right" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "bottom_left" /> 




<xs:attribute name= "semantic-coordinate" > 
<xs:simplcType> 
<xs:restriction base="xs:string" > 
<xs:enumeration value= "above.top" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "below_top" /> 
<xs:enuraeration value= "above-bottom" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "below_bottomt" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "left Jeftside" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "rightJeftside" /> 
<xs:enumeration valiie= "left.rightside" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "right-rightside" /> 
<xs:enumeration value= "inside" /> 




< / xs:complexType> 
</xs:element> 
<xs:element name="content" type="xs:string" /> 
</xs: schema〉 




<?xml vcrsion="1.0" standalone: "yes ” ?> 
<M3ML xmlns:xs= "littp://www.w3.org/2001 /XMLSchema" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www,w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:noNamespaccSchcmaLocation= = "c:\xtemp\m3ml.xsd" > 
<M3ML:group> 
<M3ML:interpretation M3ML:medium= "map" M3ML:mode= "visual’， 
id=“ml”> 
< content > tsimshatsui.j pg</ content > 
</M3ML:iiiterpretation> 
<M3ML:iiiterpretation M3ML:medium= “acoustic” 
M3ML:mode= "speech" id="sl'•‘ M3ML:tinic-rcf-uri= "ml" 
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<M3ML:interpretation M3ML:mediiim= "acoustic" 
M3ML:mode= "speech" id="s2" M3ML:timc-ref-uri= "si" 
M3ML:time-rcf-anchor= "end" M3ML:ofFset-to-start=0> 
〈content〉而碼頭呢就係哩度</content〉 
</M3ML:interpretation> 
<M3ML:interpretation M3ML:medium= "pointing" 
M3ML:mode= "tactile" M3ML:time-ref-uri= "si" 
M3ML:time-ref-anchor= "end" M3ML:semantic-to-stai、t="just.after" 
M3ML:coordinate-ref-uri= "ml" 
M3ML:semantic-coordinate= "inside" / > 
</M3ML:group> 
</M3ML> 
Figure B.l: Example one of M3ML annotation. 
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Example 2 
<?xml version: “1.0” standalone: "yes "？> 
<M3ML xmlns:xs= "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xmlns:xsi="littp://www.w3.org/2001/XMLScliema-instance" 
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation= = "c:\xtemp\m3ml.xsd" > 
<M3ML:group> 
<M3ML:interpretation M3ML:medmm= "acoustic" 
M3ML:mode= "speech" id=“sr〉 
〈content〉你可以蹄下哩度〈/content〉 
</M3ML:interpretation> 
<M3ML:interpretation M3ML:medium="map'' M3ML:mode= "visual" 
M3ML:timc-rcf-uri="sl" M3ML:time-rcf-anchor= "end" 
M3ML:semantic-to-start="jiist.after" > 




Figure B.2: Example two of M3ML annotation. 
Appendix C 
Domain-Specific Task Goals in 
the Hong Kong Tourism 
Domain 
ASK_ATTRACTION 
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ROUTE-SEEKING 
Definition: The dialog turn contains conlent related to ROUTE or 
transportation information seeking 
Example: ‘點樣去哩度？，‘你想塔咩野類型的交通工具?， 
ASK_SUGGEST 




Definition: The dialog turn is related to T O U R information seeking 
Example: ‘有無大嶼山的旅行團V '這是大嶼山旅行團的資料.， 
RESERVATION 
Definition: The dialog turn is related to RESERVATION 
Example: ‘要三張船飛.，(我箫你訂左三張船飛啦.’ 
Table C.1: Definition and Examples of seven task goals corresponding to the Hong 
Kong tourism domain 
Appendix D 
Dialog Acts for User Request in 
the Hong Kong Tourism 
Domain 
A P O L O G Y 
Definition: With an A P O L O G Y the tourist solely signals regret to wizard. 
Example: <對不起.， 
B A C K C H A N N E L 
Definition: With a BACKCHANNEL the tourist solely signals that he is 
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CLOSE 
Definition: With a CLOSE the tourist says good bye or certain phrases to 
the wizard, thereby closing the dialog. 
Example:'再見.， 
COMMIT 
Definition: With a COMMIT the tourist explicitly commits him/herself to do 
one or more specific actions to the wizard. 
Example: :我想遲些再去.， 
CONFIRM 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a CONFIRM the tourist wraps up 
the result of the negotiation (or a part thereof). This is done 
by repeating parts of the completed task. 
Example::我蹄到個網頁啦去.， 
DEFER 
Definition: The tourist explicitly suggests or announces the interruption of 
the topic currently dealt with in the dialog. 
Example:'等我想想先.， 
FEEDBACK_NEGATIVE 
Definition: With an utterance expressing FEEDBACK-NEGATIVE the tourist 
reacts to a contribution of the dialog partner in a negative 
way. A FEEDBACK—NEGATIVE can signal rejection or dislikes 
of the contents of a previous contribution or it can express 
a negative answer to a yes/no question. 
Example: '•我想佢太貴啦.， 
FEEDBACK—POSITIVE 
Definition: With an uUeraiice expressing FEEDBACK—POSITIVE the tourist 
reacts to a contribution of the dialog in a positive way. A 
FEEDBACK-POSITIVE can signal acceptance of the content of 
a previous contribution or it can express a positive answer to a 
yes/no question. 
Example: ‘佢蹄來幾好啊.， 
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GIVE-PREFERENCE 
Definition: With a GIVE_PREFERENCE the tourist signals his/her preference 
on the content of previous conversation. It includes the 
preference on activities, venue, interests and reservation, 
immediately preceding and/or following the context. 
Example:'我鐘意室內活動多點.， 
GIVE-REASON 
Definition: A dialog segment is labeled with GIVE—REASON if it contains the 
reason/justificatioii/motivation for a statement, made in the 
immediately preceding and/or following the context. 
Example: '•我驚星期日人多濟迫.， 
G R E E T 
Definition: GREET is used for all kinds of initial greetings. 
Example:'哈囉.， 
INFORM 
Definition: The label INFORM is reserved for cases where none of the categories 
apply. If not enough information is available in the content to 




Definition: The utterance contains information about the speaker, e.g. his/lier 
name, country, time and trip planning. 
Example: ‘我係由美國黎.’ 
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REQUEST_ACTION 
Definition: The tourist explicitly requests to perform on or more specified actions. 
For example, request for reservation service. 
Example:；我想蹄下哩兩個地方的相片V 
R E Q U E S T - C O M M E N T 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a REQUEST—COMMENT the tourist 
explicitly asks the wizard to make a confirmation or clarification. 
It is often used to yield the turn; in that case it prompts the 
dialog partner to respond. 
Example:'你明唔明我講畔？’ 
REQUEST JNFO 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a REQUEST JNFO the tourist asks the 
dialog partner to present information or more information about 
something that has already been either explicitly or implicitly 
introduced into the discourse. 
Example:'塔山頂車時我應該注意什麼？， 
REQUEST_SUGGEST 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a REQUEST—SUGGEST the tourist 
asks the dialog partner to make a suggestion or proposal. 
Example: '•有邊度値得我去參觀.， 
T H A N K 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a T H A N K the tourist expresses 
his gratitude to the dialog partner. 
Example: :唔該哂.， 
Table D.l: Definition and Examples of eighteen user request dialog acts correspond-
ing to the Hong Kong tourism domain 
Appendix E 
Dialog Acts for System 
Response in the Hong Kong 
Tourism Domain 
A P O L O G Y 
Definition: With an A P O L O G Y the wizard solely signals regret to tourist. 
Example: ‘對唔住，我顯示錯左網頁.， 
B A C K C H A N N E L 
Definition: With a B A C K C H A N N E L the wizard solely signals that lie is 
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CLOSE 
Definition: With a CLOSE the wizard says good bye or certain phrases to 
the tourist, thereby closing the dialog. 
Example: '再見.’ 
C O M M I T 
Definition: With a C O M M I T the wizard explicitly commits him/lierself to do 
one or more specific actions to the tourist. 
Example:‘我會顯示地圏比你蹄., 
CONFIRM 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a CONFIRM the wizard wraps up 
the result of the negotiation (or a part thereof). This is done 
by repeating parts of the completed task. 
Example:'你想買手信，明白啦.， 
DEFER 
Definition: The wizard explicitly suggests or announces the interruption of 
the topic currently dealt with in the dialog. 
Example:'請等一陣.’ 
FEEDBACK-NEGATIVE 
Definition: With an utterance expressing FEEDBACK-NEGATIVE the wizard 
reacts to a contribution of the dialog partner in a negative 
way. A FEEDBACK-NEGATIVE can signal rejection or dislikes 
of the contents of a previous contribution or it can express 
a negative answer to a yes/no question. 
Example: ‘我徵你唔到.’ 
FEEDBACK_POSITIVE 
Definition: With an utterance expressing FEEDBACK—POSITIVE the wizard 
reacts to a contribution of the dialog in a positive way. A 
FEEDBACK—POSITIVE can signal acceptance of the content of 
a previous contribution or it can express a positive answer to a 
yes/no question. 
Example:柳牙.’ 
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GIVE-REASON 
Definition: A dialog segment is labeled with GIVE—REASON if it contains the 
reason/justificatioii/motivation for a statement, made in the 
immediately preceding and/or following the context. 
Example:：哩度好適合遊水.， 
G R E E T 
Definition: G R E E T is used for all kinds of initial greetings. 
Example: '早畏.’ 
INFORM 
Definition: The label INFORM is reserved for cases where none of the categories 
apply. If not enough information is available in the content to 




Definition: The dialog act INIT is used to describe utlerance where the topic of 
the interaction to follow is introduced. 
Example:'等我向你介紹香港的購物中心先.， 
INTRODUCE 
Definition: The utterance contains information about the speaker, e.g. his/her 
name and nature. 
Example:'歡迎使用本系統.’ 
OFFER 
Definition: The speaker explicitly offers to perform one or more specified actions. 
Example:'有畔野可以幣到你？， 
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RRQURST_ACTION 
Definition: The wizard explicitly requests to perform on or more specified actions. 
Example::你可唔可以畫比我蹄？， 
R E Q U E S T - C O M M E N T 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a REQUEST—COMMENT the wizard 
explicitly asks the tourist to comment on a proposal. It is often used to 
yield the turn; in that case it prompts the dialog partner to respond. 
Example: -咐海洋公園好不好？， 
REQUESTJNFO 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a REQUESTJNFO the wizard asks the 
dialog partner to present information or more information about 
something that has already been either explicitly or implicitly 




Definition: With an utterance expressing a REQUEST_PREFERENCE the 
wizard explicitly asks the tourist to give a preference about something. 
Example: ‘你鍾意哮野類型活動？， 
SUGGEST 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a SUGGEST the speaker proposes 
an explicit instance or aspect of the negotiated topic. 
Example: '找翅 議你去鐘樓.， 
T H A N K 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a T H A N K the tourist expresses 
his gratitude to the dialog partner. 
Example:：唔該.， 
Table E.l: Definition and Examples of twenty dialog acts corresponding to the Hong 
Kong tourism domain 
Appendix F 
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Information type Concepts Examples 
Locative LOCATEJDISTRICT, LOCATE_AREA,(位於）中西區， 
LOCATE_STREET (位於)尖沙咀附近 
Descriptive DESCRIPTION 地道的，最大的 
Physical Object BUILDING, W A R E 三楝屋博館，鐘樓 
美利樓 
Nominal ATTRACTION-NAME, STREET, 赤柱市場，花墟，山頂， 
DISTRICT, AREA, CITY, REGION 時代廣場 




Abstract BUILDING_CLASS, PLACE-CLASS, 商場，海灘，海岸公園 
GARDEN一CLASS, ANIMAL_CLASS 
SHOP-CLASS 
Table F.l: Six information types and associated concepts. The word inside the 






P L A C E - C L A S S —>郊遊地點丨沙灘丨海灘丨大平原I郊區I購物區I 
地方丨島丨漁村丨市場丨景點 
P A R K - C L A S S 海岸公園丨郊野公園 
A N I M A L - C L A S S —>海豚 I雀仔1動物 
S H O P - C L A S S 賣金魚舖頭I海味的舖頭I相機專門店I舖頭丨 
商戶丨食肆 
A N I M A L —>中華白海膝丨鶴鵡 ‘ 
P A R K —公園丨海洋公園丨香港迪士尼丨城寨公園 
A T T R A C T I O N _ N A M E 花墟丨太平山頂丨蘭桂坊丨淺水灣丨星光大道丨 “ 
機場丨金紫荆廣場丨黃金海岸 
P I E R 中環碼頭I荃灣碼頭I中環港外線碼頭I碼頭 
C I T Y 香港 I澳門 I深圳 ~ 
R E G I O N 九龍丨新界丨香港島 
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A R E A 油麻地I尖沙阻I旺角I赤柱I中環I香港仔I 
大嶼山丨東评洲丨索苦灣丨南丫島 
C U L T I J R E A L X E N T E R —>香港文化中心I鐘樓I藝術博物館I美利樓丨 
S H O P P I N G . C E N T E R 文化中心丨科學館丨香港藝術博物館丨海港城 I 
文化中心I科學館丨香港藝術博物館丨海港城I 
M U S E U M 大佛J凌霄閣丨海洋中心1觀音廟丨寶蓮寺丨 
天后廟丨亭丨海運中心丨香港歷史博物館丨車公廟丨 
B U I L D I N G —>歷史博物館丨禮賓府丨山頂廣場丨新城市廣場 
T E M P L E —觀音廟丨寶蓮寺丨天后廟丨車公廟 
S H O P 榕記丨珍寶王國丨小熊國 
N U M B E R _ B U I L D I N G —> NUMBERVALUE 至 NUMBERVALUE 間 INUMBERVALUE 間 
P R I C E _ R A N G E —>比較平的丨比較貴的丨比較便宜的丨平丨貴 
W A R E 衣服丨電腦丨電子產品丨電話丨電器丨相機丨衫丨 
手信丨金飾玉器丨玩意 
P O S I T I O N —隔離丨上面丨近住丨附近丨傍邊I 一帶丨近 
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LOCATE—STREET — > ( 位 於 ） S T R E E T 
L O C A T E _ T R A N S P O R - — ( 位 於 ) T R A N S P O R T A T I O N — S T A T I O N 
TATION_STATION 
L O C A T E _ R E G I O N —> ( 位 於 ) R E G I O N 
LOCATE—AREA —> ( 位 於 ） A R E A 
L O C A T E - D I S T R I C T — > ( 位 於 ） D I S T R I C T 
LOCATE_UNIVERSITY(位於）香港中文大學丨香港大學丨城市大學丨 
香港科技大學丨香港理工大學丨嶺南大學 
L O C A T E - B U I L D I N G — » ( 位 於 ) B U I L D I N G 
L O C A T E _ A T T R A C T I O N _ —(位於）ATTRACTION—NAME 
N A M E 
D E S C R I P T I O N —^地道的1最大的J特別的丨好多賣花的丨好熱鬧 
A C T I V I T Y 買野丨週圍行丨欣賞海景丨飲野丨蹄魚I行山丨 
參觀丨影相丨行街1蹄下 
R A T _ F O O D _ S T Y L E —>地道小食丨海鮮丨中菜丨西餐丨中國菜丨日本菜 
O P E N I N G _ P A R T . O F _ (開放時間係）早上I上畫I朝早I晚上I夜晚丨 
DAY 下午丨下畫 
OPENING-HOUR —> (開放時間係）NUMBER VALUE 點 INIBMERVALUE 時 I 
通宵 
OPENING-DAY —> (開放日子爲）星期NUMBERVALUE丨星期曰 
OPENING-DURATION.—(開放時間係）NUMBERVALUE 小時 
H O U R 
C L O S I N G _ P A R T _ — > (關門時間係）晚上丨夜晚丨下晝丨下午 
O F _ D A Y 
CLOSING_HOUR —> (關門時間係）NUMBERVALIJE 點 INUBMERVALUE 鐘 
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E V E N T _ P E R I O D —> I"•一黃金週 
V I S I T _ D A Y —> (建議）星期NUMBERVALUEI 星期日（去） 
V I S I T J R E F E R E N C E _ D A Y —(建議）後日 I明天 I明日 I大後天 I大後日（去） 
V I S I T _ A B S O L U T E _ D A Y —(建議）第 NUMERVALUE 日（去） 
V I S I T J D A T E —> (建議）NL]BMERVALUE 月 NUBMERVALUE 日（去） 
V IS IT _PART_OF_DAY (建議）上半日I夜晚I早上I下畫I晚上（去） 
VIS IT_ABSOLUTE_TTMR —> (建議）NUMBERVALUE 點鐘 INUMBERVALUE 點（去） 
V I S I T J I E F E R E N C E (建議）中午之後I晚飯前I晚飯後（去) 
-T IME 
PATH —鴨寮街路徑丨行山路徑丨行山路線1路線圖I路徑 
W H E R E 一 地 方 I 其 他 地 方 
W H E N —^地點 
JOURNEY —>旅行圏 
NUMBER_JOURNEY —^ NUMBERVALUE 個 INUMBERVALUE 圑 
TRANSPORTATION- 地鐵丨纖車丨電車丨小巴丨巴士丨機場巴士丨 
T O O L 船丨車丨山頂續車丨通宵小巴丨火車丨的士丨 
地下鐵路丨專線小巴丨紅色小巴丨輕鐵I的士 
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N —>新巴丨城巴丨地鐵公司丨九鐵公司 
- C O M P A N Y 
R O U T E - N U M B E R — NUMBERVALUE 號 
D E S T I N A T I O N - — ( 目 的 地 係 ） A T T R A C T I O N _ N A M E 
A T T R A C T I O N - N A M E 
D E S T I N A T I O N - — > ( 目 的 地 係 ） B U I L D I N G 
B U I L D I N G 
D E S T I N A T I O N . T R A N S - — > (目的地係） T R A N S P O R T A T I O N _ S T A T I O N 
P O R T A T I O N - S T A T I O N 
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DESTINATION-DISTRICT —> (目的地係)DISTRICT 
DESTINATION—AREA —(目的地係 ) A R E A 
DESTINATION-STREET —> (目的地係）STREET 
DESTINATION_POINT 街頭丨街尾 
DESTINATIONJR.EGION —(目的地係 ) R E G I O N 
DEPARTURE—STREET —(從） S T R E E T (出發) 
DEPARTURE_AREA (從）AREA (出發） 
DEPARTURE-DISTRICT (從）DISTRICT (出發） 
DEPARTURE-BUILDING (從）BUILDING (出發） 
DEPARTURE-PIER (從）PIER (出發） 
DEPARTURE_TRANSPOR-—(從）TRANSPORTATION_STATION 
TATION_STATION (出發） 
DEPARTURE- (從）ATTIlACTION_NAME (出發） 
ATTRACTION-NAME 
DEPARTURE-HOUR —> (出發時間係）NUMBERVALUE 點 
DEPARTURE-POINT (係）街頭丨街尾（出發） 
TRANSPORTATION. —>船期表I班次I最後一班《^系NUMBERVALUE點丨 
SCHEDULE — … 
TRANSPORTATION. — NUMBERVALUE 分鐘 INUMBERVALUE M 
DURATION_MINUTES NUMBERVALUE 分鐘 
TRANSPORTATION- — NUMBERVALUE 個鐘 I NUMBERVALUE 至 
DURATION-HOUR NUMBERVALUE 個鐘 
MTR_EXIT —>地鐵站出口丨銀行中心出口丨始創中心出口 
TRANSPORTATION_FEE —> 港幣 NUMBERVALUE 元 I 免費 INUEERVALUE 蚊 
TICKET_CLASS —成人單程票丨來回票丨小童單程票丨月票 
NUMBER_TRANPOR- NUMBERVALUE 個站 I NUMBERVALUE 幾個站 
STATION_STATION 
N U M B E R _ S T R E E T NUMBERVALUE 條 街 I NUMBERVALUE 個 街 口 
N U M B E R V A L E _>一丨二丨三丨四丨五丨六丨七丨八丨九丨十丨"II 









Table G.l: The concepts and their corresponding value. The characters inside 
bracket are not part of value, which are shown to illustrate the meaning of concept. 
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